
NATURE AND SUBJECT MATTER
OF THE SUIT

This suit is a consolidation of (1) a suit by The

Finney Co. for declaratory judgment that three patents of the

Foundation defendant are invalid and not infringed,' and wherein

the Foundation has counterclaimed that plaintiff has infringed

all three patents,* and (2) an earlier filed suit by the Foun-

datio~ against The Finney Co. (and another defendant as to whom

the earlier suit has been dismissed). Issue has been joined by

the pleadings in both suits, and jurisdiction and venue are

conceded.

All three patents in suit relate to radio frequency

antennas having certain design and performance characteristics in

common. From those common characteristics, the antennas of all

three of the patents in suit are known as "log periodic antennas."

NATURE OF THE MOTION

Plaintiff's motion attacks the validity of all claims

of two of the three patents in suit, namely, Isbell patent No.

3,210, 767 (PX-A) and Mayes et al. reissue patent No. Re . 25,740

(PX~B). The motion also attacks the enforceability of the Mayes

et al.reissue patent by the Foundation defendant on the ground

that this patent is invalid because it was procured by presenting

deceptive and mis leading evidence to the Patent Office so tha t

the Foundation comes into court with unclean hands.

* Other causes of action against defendant JFD are not involved
in plaintiff's motion. .
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RELATED LTTIGATION

The importance of this motion and the urgency of having

it considered and decided on its merits are abnormally great in

view of three related suits pending in this Court and involving

validity and infringement of one or both of the same two patents

attacked by the motion.* In practical effect, the granting of

this motion will dispose of all of the issues of patent validity

and infringement of two of those related suits,' will eliminate

one of the two patents involved in the third of those related

suits, and will reduce the patent issues in the present suit

from a suit on three patents against 17 different antennas charged

to infringe to a suit on only one patent against only 8 of the

antennas charged to infringe.

* The University of Illinois Foundation v. Blonder-Tongue
Laboratories, Inc. etal., Doc. 66 C 567 (involving the Isbell
patent and the Mayeset al. reissue patent); The University of
Illinois Foundation v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., Doc. 66 C 636
(involving the Isbell patent and the Carrel et al. patent);
The University of Illinois Foundation v. Channel Master Corpora
tion et al., Doc. 65 C 568 (involving the Isbell patent).
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SYNOPSIS OF MOTION

1.

Isbell Patent No. 3,210,767 Invalid
Because the Application Therefor was Not
Timely Filed as Required by 35 U.S.C. 102(b)*

The printed publication PX-4 is a University of Illinois

report that admittedly describes the antennas of the invention of

this Isbell patent (Stipulation PX-C, par. 5-9).

The Report PX~4 was published April 30, 1959, by virtue

of--

(a) Its availability to the public in the "Local Library,".

Electrical Engineering Department, University of Illinois

(Johnson Affid. PX-D; Lawler dep. PX-E), and

(b) Extra copies thereof being available to the public, for

the asking, at the "Publications Office," Electrical.
. I

Engi~eering Department, University of Illi~ois (Johnson

Affid. PX-D; Lawler dep. PX-E).

The "LocalLibrary". as.a source of similar technical publications

was available to faculty and students of the .University of Illinois

and to members of the public since prior to April 30, 1959. The

* ~5 U.S.C. 102:
itA person shall be entitled to a patent unless--

* * *(b) the invention was * * * described ina printed publication
in this or a foreign. country * * * more than one year prior to
the date of the application for patent in the Unf.ced States * *
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"Publications Office" as a source of similar technical publica-

tionshad been well known to and used by interested members of

the public, including persons in industry and faculty and students

of the University ?f Illinois, since prior to April 30, 1959.

(Johnson Affid. PX-D;* Lawler dep. PX-E;** Mayes dep., PX-F)

The application for the Isbell patent (PX-A) was not

filed in the Patent Office until May 3, 1960 (PX-A - caption data).

Ey.the terms of 35 U.S.C. l02(b), the. publication of pX-4 more

than one year earlier (on April 30, 1959) renders that patent

invalid.

As 35 U;S.C. 102(b) has been interpreted by the courts,
I

without an applicable exception, the availability of PX-4 on

April 30, 1959, from either source (a) or source (b), above,

constitutes "publication" on that date.

Since a patent exists only by statutory authority, there

can be no exception to the express prohibition in the patent

* Johnson. testified entirely consistently with her affidavit PX-D
on direct and cross-examination in related litigation. The
pertinent parts of that sworn testimony are submitted here
with as PX-DD and are mentioned further below.

** Lawler testified entirely consistently with his deposition PX-C
in related litigation as a witness for the .pr es en t; Foundation
defendant. The pertinent parts of that Sworn testimony are
submitted herewith as PX-EE and are mentioned further below.
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~ statute to the patenting of an invention published more than one

year prior to the application for the patent. Isbell patent No.

3,210,767, therefore, must be held invalid because the application

therefor was not filed within the time requirement of 35U.S.C.

102(b).

II.

A. Mayes et a L., Reissue Patent No. Re , 25,740
Invalid Under 35 U.S.C. 102(f) Because
Mayes et al. Did Not Themselves Invent the
Subject Matter Thereof as Required by
35 U.S.C. 102(f)*

Mayes and Carrel, when report~ng the subject ~atter of

their reissue patent in the form of a "RECORD OF UlVENTION" (PX-15),

made reference in item 9 thereof to a suggestion they received

from a Mr. E. M. Turner of Wright Air Development Center. In his

deposition (PX-F, pp. 113-115), Mayes acknowledged his understanding

that Turner was referring to moving the arms of the simple dipoles

of the Isbell patent into the form of V-dipoles.** This change in

the dipoles produced only the results which the prior literature

taught Mayes et al. to expect (Mayesdep. PX-F, pp. 116-121); and

* 35 U.S.C. 102:
"A person shall be entitled to a patent unless--

* * *(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be
patented * * *."

'** Mayes also admitted that the use and operation of V-dipoles for
the purposes described in the Mayes et al. reissue patent had
been well known in the art prior to that time (Mayes dep. PX-F,
pp. 48-51). How~ well known it was is discussed hereinafter.
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this is the only change in the earlier developed antennas of the

Isbell patent that is disclosed in the specifications and drawings

of the Mayes et al. original and reissue patents, as expressly

stated in the latter at col. 2, lines 44-49, and confirmed by.

Mayes (Mayes dep.,PX-F, pp. 121-123, 154-156). Thus, the Mayes

et al. reissue patent discloses the antennas earlier developed by

Isbell when modified only according to the stggestion of Turner.

It follows that, at most, all Mayes and Carrel contribut-

ed to the invention disclosed and claimed in their. reissue. patent

was a mere recognition of the expected attributes of what was con-

ceived and suggested to them by Turner. As a matter of established

law, what was done by Mayes and Carrel does not constitute the

making of an invention; and any invention made was the invention

of Turner, not of Mayes and Carrel. The Mayes et al. reissue

patent, therefore, must beheld invalid under 35 U.S.C. 102(f)

because the patentees did not invent the 'subject matter thereof.

B. Mayes et al. Reissue Patent No. 25,740
UnenfDrceable for "Unclean Hands" of the
Foundation Defendant, Who Furnished the
Patent Office with Deceptive and Mis
leading Evidence in Procuring the Patent

During the prosecution of the application for the Mayes

et al. original patent, the Patent Office rejected the claims

thereof on a May, 1960, publication (PX-28)* of an article by

* IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, May, 1960,
Vol. AP-8, No.3, pp. 260-267.
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Dwight E. Isbell entitled "Log Periodic Dipole Arrays," in view

of a previously cited patent: to Rowland (file history, PX-29, p. 30).

Mayes et al. responded to that rejection by filing in

the Patent Office an affidavit and attorney's argument asserting

and docum~nting completion of their V-dipole development prior to

the May, 1960, date of the cited IRE publication and. prior to the

May 3, 1960, filing date of the application for the Isbell patent

covering the log periodic dipole arrays described in the cited

IRE publication. That was done for the stated purpose of removing

both the IRE publication and the prior Isbell application from

consideration by the Patent Office as prior art against Mayes e t al.

(file history PX-29, pp. 31-43).

That procedure for antedating the description of an

invention in a publication is permissible, in view of the grace

period provided by 35 U.S.C. 102(b), only if the earliest such

publication was,not more than a year before the filing date of the

application against which the publication is cited (Pat. Off. Rule

131, 35 U.S.C.A., pp. 685-686). However, that Isbell development was

described in a printed report by the University of Illinois (PX~4)

that was published April 30, 1959,* and in another printed report by

the University of Illinois (PX-17) published at least by September 23,

* See Part I of this motion and admitted distribution date
of May 5, 1958, in stipulation, PX-C, par. 10.
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1959,* both publication dates being more than one year before

the filing of the application for the Mayes et al. original patent.

To the extent that any of these facts might not have been known

to any particular person in the organizations of the Foundation

defendant and its counsel at the time of filing the above-mentioned

Mayes affidavit, that information was clearly available and readily

ascertainable (discussed and documented in detail hereinafter).

The foregoing facts, known or available to Mayes et al.

and to the Foundation defendant and to their counsel, made Isbell's

. log periodic dipole development prior art having a material bearing

on patentability of the Mayes et al. claims in the respects stated

in the.aforementioned rejection. However, the Mayes affidavit

necessarily implied no knowledge by any of them of those facts.

Therefore, the filing of the Mayes affidavit was either a deliberate

effort to mislead the Patent Office regarding the prior art status

of Isbell's work or was done in a reckless and irresponsible dis

regard of the above-stated facts.

The Patent Office, having thus been misled by the J:.'Jayes

affidavit, expressly accepted it for the purpose for which it was

offered and withdrew the rejection of the Mayes et al. claims on

the IRE publication. Concurrently, the Patent Office allowed the

first seven claims of the Mayes et al. original patent and, in due

* .Stipulation, PX-C, par. 11.
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course, the remaining claims thereof and the additional claims

of their reissue patent, without ever again citing the prior

Isbell work as prior art. Had the Patent Office known the

foregoing facts, the Mayes affidavit would have been ineffective

and would not have been accepted for the purpose for which it was

offered. (File histories, PX-29 and PX-30)

The Foundation defendant, having been a party to the

foregoing, "is in no position to dispute" the effectiveness of its

deception in persuading the Patent Office to grant the Mayes et al.

original and reissue patents; and the total effect of this "calls

for nothing less than a complete denial of relief * * * for the

claimed infringement of the patent thereby procured * * *."

Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. v : Hartford-Empire Co., 322 U.S. 238, 247,

259 (1944) and additional cases cited in the more detailed dis

cussion of the law hereinafter.

BACKGROUND

Historical Background

The developments that gave rise to the three patents

in suit were made at the University of Illinois in the course of

performing~researchfor departments of the United States Government,

particularly the Air Force. Specifically, the developments of

those three patents were made under an Air Force contract dated

August 28, 1958 (PX-lA), which required the University to perform
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"antenna research" directed to a variety of antenna problems in-

eluding, inter alia, continuing work on so-called "broad band

antennas" that had been in progress under an earlier contract.

The purpose was to devise antennas "for which the patterns and

impedance are independent of frequency." Such antennas are

commonly termed "frequency independent antennas," and the antennas

of both of the patents attacked by this motion fall in that broad

category. (Mayesdep. PX-F, pp. 19-30, 52-53;PX-IA)'P~T~'

Frequency independent operation is especially important,

where the radio frequencies being used may fall anywhere within,

or vary over, a broad range or band of frequencies and uniform

response over such range or band is required byt:the·particular

antenna application. Frequency independent antennas find practical

application, for example, in specialized military operations termed

"electronic countermeasures" (abbreviated "ECM"), as well as in many

other operations involving the transmission and reception of widely

varying frequencies. (Mayes dep , , PX-F, pp. 177-179; Finneburgh

affidavit, PX-G). (::c, 11 ~f; P;<-. Ct J
The type of frequency independent antennas to which the

three patents in suit relate involves certain progressively

varying dimensional relationships that render the antennas cyclical

or "periodic" in performance as' the frequency of operation is

varied progressively over the bands of frequencies for which ~he

antennas are designed. The cycles or periods repeat according to

a simple proportional relationship that is called "logarithmic"

in mathematical terminology. Thus, such antennas are called
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"logarithmically periodic antennas" or, using an abbreviated

term, "log periodic antennas." (F:i:nneburgh affidavit, PX-G;

Mayes article PX-H, p. 3) [c:'-::;~~;'-l)

The two patents in suit attacked by this motion are

directed to log periodic antennas which are essentially "unidirec-

tional," L e , , when used as trans'mitting antennas, they transmit

energy as a narrow, unidirectional beam of radiation with only

relatively little radiation being emitted in other directions, or

conversely, when used as receiving antennas, they receive radiation

.efficiently from essentially only one direction while being rela-

tively ineffective in receiving radiation from other directions.
»: t: i-,~Y/]

(Finneburgh affidavit, PX-G; PX-A; PX-B)

Development of the particular forms of log periodic

antennas to which the three patents·in suit relate was based upon

earlier work at the University of Illinois by V. H. Rumsey,

Raymond H. DuHamel, Dwight E. Isbell, and possibly others.

Additional work was done by DuHamel and others at Collins Radio

Company of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, after DuHamel left the University

about the latter part of 1957. The sequential relationship of the

log periodic antenna developments made in the course of all of that

work is described in the article (PX-12) entitled "Logarithmically

Periodic Antenna Designs" by DuHamel and Ore, published by Collins

Radio at least by May 14, 1958. (Mayes dep., PX-F, pp. 18-19, 27-30,

52-54; Mayes article PX-H, pp , 3-4; Stipulation PX-C, par. 14)
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The first of that related series of log periodic antenna

developments was made by DuHamel (Mayes article PX-H, pp. 1-2)

and was patented by the University of Illinois Foundation on an

application filed July 9, 1958, which issued as patent No.

2,985,879 (PX-31). It is illustrated in Fig. la and described on

pp. 1 and 2 of both PX-12 and PX-H.

The second of that related series of log periodic antenna

developments was made by Isbell (Hayes article PX-:H, pp. 3-5) and

was also patented by the University of Illinois Foundation, on an

application filed October 20, 1958, which issued as patent No.

3,011,168 (PX..,32). That Isbell patent is not here in suit and is

to be distinguished from the Isbell patent in suit No. 3,210,767
,

(PX-A). That development is illustrated in Fig. lb and described

on p. 2 of PX-12 (as well as in PX-H, pp. 3-5).

The next several of that related series of log periodic

antenna developments were made at Collins Radio by DuHamel and Ore

(Mayes article, PX-H, pp. 4 and 6) and were patented by Collins

Radio on a single application filed March 14, 1958, which issued
,

as patent No. 3,079,602(~X-33). Those developments, their objec-

tives, and their structural and functional relationships are

described in PX-12, beginning onp. 2. The resulting antenna

forms of particular present interest are shown in Figures 2, 9,

and 15 of PX-12 and in Figs. 1-7 and 15 of the patent PX-33.
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That related series of prior developments, from the first

(by DuHamel) through the last-~entioned group (developed by DuHamel

and Ore), illustrates the evolution of log periodic antennas from

sheet metal structures through a sequence of rod and wire

structures, leading progressively closer to the rod dipole forms

°ofthe Isbell patent in suit (PX-A), both. in .physical· structure and

in performance characteristics (Mayes article PX-H, pp. 4 and 7).

All involved the same kind of mathematical progression of dimensions

from one end to the other. All were developed and described in

the printed publication PX-12 by May of 1958, prior to the earliest

work on any of the developments of the three patents in suit {which

were made' between the fall of 1958 and January of 1960, as sum

marized below) •

. The work of Isbell, Mayes et a I ,, and Carrel et a l., that

gave rise to their three patents in suit was performed at the

University of Illinois under the Air Force contract PX-IA dated

August 28, 1958 (Mayes dep. PX-F, pp. 21-23). According to Isbell's

report to the University, PX-3, and his Preliminary Statement in

a Patent Office interference, PX-I, his earliest conception of the

log periodic dipole antennas of his patent in suit was in

September, 1958, and ai ch antennas were first built and tested by

December, 1958.*

* See colloquy between counsel and stipulation re Isbell's
invention dates in Mayes deposition, PX~F, at pp. 35-37.
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Thus, as should be understood at the outset, and

contrary to what one might gather from the three patents in suit

alone, Isbell did not originate the log periodic principle of

antenna design. On ,the contrary, the antennas of the three patents

in suit followed a sequence of log periodic antennas developed

earlier at the University of Illinois and at Collins Radio Company

and separately patented by the University and by Collins Radio

in the names of DuHamel, Isbell, and DuHamel and Ore. (Vmyes dep.

PX-F, pp. 27-30, 52-54; PX-H; PX-I; PX-3l; PX-32; PX-33)

'The prior art status of the DuHamel patent, PX-3l, and the

DuHamel and Ore patent,PX-33, are established by their filing dates

in the Patent Office (shown on the face of the patents) prior to the

earliest alleged conception by Isbell of the subject matter of the

Isbell patent in suit. Except as it indicates an intermediate

development step between the disclosures of those two patents, the

Isbell patent No. 3,011,168, PX-32 (not in suit) is of only

historical interest here.

It is primarily in the light of the foregoing prior art

'background that the subsequent developments of the three patents. in

suit should be viewed. Although the obviousness of the latter

developments has been' placed in issue by the. pleadings, it should

be clearly understood that it is not an issue of this motion. On

the other hand, it should also be understood from the foregoing

,that the antennas of the patents in suit were not the first log
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periodic antennas, or the first to provide unidirectional operation

with substantially uniform radiation patterns and input impedance

over theoretically unlimited frequency bands. The similarities

between the prior art log periodic antennas of the DuHamel and

Ore patent (PX-33) and the later antennas of the Isbell patent

in suit will be further clarified below in explaining the respective

structures and performance characteristics of those patents and of

the Mayes et al. reissue patent, in accordance with their respective

disclosures.

Technical Background

The issues raised by this motion are such as to require

no special knowledge of technical facts. On the other hand, an

understanding of a few uniformly accepted, basic principles of radio

frequency wave transmission and reception may be helpful to the

Court, and those principles are briefly explained in the Finneburgh

affidavit (PX-G) for reference by the Court for that purpose.

The Isbell Patent in Suit

The Isbell patent in suit (PX-A) discloses two physically

different forms of antennas that are electrically equivalent. As

shown. in Fig. 1 of t1:).e patent and described in the specification,

the antennas of the patent may comprise a planar array of gipoles*

10, 11, l2,etc. of progressively diminishing lengths L1' L2' L3'

etc., with dipole spacings that similarly diminish in the same

* A dipole is an active antenna element. In its simplest form,
it is a straight conductor having a center gap, as shown in
Fig. 1 'of PX~lA. (See Finneburgh affidavit, PX-G.)
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direction (col. 1, lines 33-36). As further disclosed in the

specification, "the ends of the dipoles fall on a pair of straight

lines which intersect and form an angle 0; *" (col. 1, lines 36-40);

and the successive lengths and spacings of the dipoles "are related

by a constant scale factor'(,"'i;"* Le., a multiplier stated to be

"less than 1" (col. 1, line 56). Thus, the length of each successive

smaller dipole is equal to the length of the adjacent larger one

multiplied by the decimal fraction 1', and each successive smaller

space between dipoles is equal to the adjacent larger space multi

plied by the same decimal fraction 1(.

As also shown in Fig. 1 and described in the specifica

tion of the patent, the several dipoles are "fed" or driven at the

"narrow" or small dipole end of the array by an "alternator" or

transmitter, shown diagrarnrnaticallyat 13 as being connected to the

antenna by balanceq feeder lines (two-wire transmission line) 14

and 16. The feeder lines 14 and 16 continue through the array so

as to interconnect the several dipoles with the feeders,and the

feeders are "alternated" or transposed between dipoles so as to

produce a "phase reversal" between the·successive pairs of dipole

connections (col. 1, lines 43-49).

* Greek letter "c:lpha."

** Greek letter "tau. II
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,
The radiation pattern of such antennas is essentially

"unidirectional" to the left (forward direction) as viewed in

Fig. 1, typical radiation patterns being shown in the "E plane"

(plane of the dipoles) in Fig. 3 and "H plane" (longitudinal of and

perpendicular to the,plane of the dipoles) in Fig. 4, The scale of

these patter~s in Figs. 3 and 4 is such that only the radiation in

a generally forward direction, or to the left as the antenna is

viewed in Fig. 1, is shown (col. 2, lines 3-7 and 45-52). To

some degree, one or more much smaller radiation lobes in another

or several other directions would ~ppear in Figs. 3 and 4 if they

were drawn to a larger scale (or on what is commonly called a

logar:i,thmic scale). This is indicated by the reference to.a

f'ront--uo-back ratio of "17db" at col. 2, lines 49-50. (Finneburgh

affidavit PX-G)

As shown in Fig. 2 of the patent and described at col. 2,

lines S-45, the physical form of the antenna of Fig. 1 may be

modified by substituting closely spaced 'parallel feeder conductors

17 andlS.of Fig. 2 for the repeatedly transposed feeders 14 and 16

of Fig. 1. By alternating the connections of the dipole halves

(e.g., 19 and 19a, 21 and 21a, etc.) to the feeder conductors of

Fig. 2, essentially the same alternation in phase between succes

sive dipoles is obtained as with the transposed feeders of Fig. 1

.' (col. 2, lines 21-23). Although the two halves of each dipole and,

hence, the several dipoles of the array of Fig. 2 are not precisely
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coplanar, the spacing of the feeder conductors is so small that

the effect of the planar arrangement of Fig. 1 is not lost in the

structure of Fig. 2, and the previously described operating char-

acteris tics are maintained (col. 2, lines 24-28) • Thus, for

practical purposeS, the dipole array of Fig. 2 may be considered

to be a substantially planar array and, electrically, essentially

the same as the array of Fig. 1.

The Prior Art Duhamel and Ore Patents

The DuHamel and Ore patent (PX-33), in Figs. 3, 4, and

5, .disc10ses three forms of log periodic antennas made of straight

rods indifferent configurations that were successively derived

from the sheet metal antenna of Figs. 1 and 2 of the patent.

All four of those forms include two tapered, planar assemblies

that are slightly spaced apart at their apices 28 and chat diverge

by an angle ~ (Greek letter psi). All four forms have essentially

uniform radi~tion patterns and input impedance "over a very broad

operating (frequency) range, which may be greater than ten-to-one"

(col. 1, lines 11-15). As the patent discloses (col. 2, lines 51-53) ,

the ang1e~may be reduced to 0° so that the center conducting rods

46 and 47 of the two planar assemblies are slightly spaced apart

and parallel, as in Fig. 2 of the Isbell patent in suit; and as

the angle 'If approaches 0°, the antennas become more nearly

unidirectional (col. 9, line 59-67).
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•
When the angle1/! is thus reduced to 0° in the

antenna of Figs. 1-2 of the DuHamel and Ore patent, its struc-

tural similarity to the form of antenna'shown in Fig. 2 of the

Isbell patent in suit is evident and was acknowledged by Mayes

(Mayes dep., PX-F, p. 83).

How the antennas of the Isbell patent are derivable

in a simple manner from the antennas of the DuHamel and Ore

patent has been pointed out by Mayes (PX-H, p. 4, penultimate

;1

par.). As is evident, the antenna of Fig. 2 of the Isbell

patent results merely from reducing the tooth widths in Fig.,

1 of DuHamel and Ore (PX-33), when the angle )if is 0°, as by

substituting simple dipole rods for other dipole-like members,

with no other change in physical or electrical structure.
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The Mayes et al. Original and Reissue Patents

The entire content of the Mayes et al. original patent

. is given in the Mayes et al. reissue patent now in suit (PX-B).

As stated in the latter (col; 1, lines 11-14)--

"Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ J
appears in the original patent but forms no
part of this reissue specification; matter
printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue."

The absence of either brackets or parentheses in the specification

and first ten claims of the reissue patent shows that the original

patent was changed only by addition to the reissue patent of

claims 11-17, inclusive.

After briefly describing the .subject matter of. the pre

viously filed application for the Isbell patent in suit, .the Mayes

et aL specification continues (coL 1, lines 40-55)--

"In accordance with the present invention, it has
been found that the directivity of an antenna of the
type described in the aforementioned application may
be increased and the effective frequency range of an
antenna of fixed size may be extended by inclining the
dipoles of Isbell to .form V-elements, each of which
consists of tWo straight arms of equal length defining
an apex which points away from the direction of radia:",
tion ·of the antenna which is also the direction in
which the element size decreases. The modification
of the straight dipoles of Isbell to V-shaped eiements
permits the antenna to be operated over bands of fre
quencies higher than those established, as described
above, by the length of the shortest dipole in the
antenna, with increased directivity, thus obviously
increasing the effective frequency range of a given
antenna." . .
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As the specification makes clear and as Mayes was

forced to admit,* the Mayes et a1. original and reissue patenm

disclosed the prior Isbell invention as changed only by sub-

stituting known V-dipoles for the straight, simple dipoles of

Isbell. ~he result was to give the antenna only the expected

and well known operation over a number of additional frequency ranges

that are higher harmonics of the range which would be covered

by the corresponding straight dipole form of Isbell, sometimes

called "multi-mode" operation.** As pointed out in the foregoing

Synopsis (Part 1A) and in more detail hereinafter, that single

change was admitted by Mayeset a1. to have been suggested to

them by another person and, therefore, was not their idea in

the first place.

* See PX-B, lines 44-49, col. 4, lines 19-21; Mayes deposition,
PX-F, pp. 113-123, 154-155.

** As explained hereinafter at pp. 49-50 and supported by an
antenna handbook published as early as 1943 and by the
affidavit of 1. H. Finneburgh, Jr. (:pX-G, par. 15, 16).
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1.

ISBELL PATENT NO. 3,210,767
INVALID BECAUSE THE APPLICATION THEREFOR WAS NOT

TIMELY FILED AS REQUIRED BY 35 U.S.C. 102(b)

This ground for invalidity of the Isbeil patent in suit

(PX-A), summarized in Part I of the foregoing Synopsis, will now

be fully presented with detailed reference to the facts, the

supporti~g documents, and the applicable law. The absence of any

genuine issue of material fact and invalidity of the patent as a

matter of law will clearly appear from this presentation.

The Evidence

The controlling facts upon which this ground of the

motion is based are contained in a stipulation of facts, P1~C; an

a~fidavit, PX-D, by Miss Marjorie Johnson, a former employee of the

University of Illinois; a deposition, PX-E, of Harold B. Lawler,

another employee of the University of IllinoiS; and a Quarterly

Engineering Report, PX-4, printed for the University of Illinois

and describing the alleged invention of the Isbell patent. As shown
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• by the other mentioned documents, the report PX-4 became a

"p\lblication" within the meaning of 35 U.S;C. 102(b) on

April 30, 1959, more than one year before the May 3, 1960,

filing date of the application for the Isbell patent (PX-A).

The Johnson affidavit, PX-D, contains supporting docu-

ments from the records of the University of Illinois which need

not be considered in view of the stipulation, PX-C, which covers

many of the same facts set forth in the Johnson affidavit.

Long after the date of her affidavit, PX-D, Miss Johnson

testified as a witness for the defendant in a related suit brought

by the University of Illinois Foundation and charging infringement

by the Winegard Co. of the same Isbell patent herein suit.* Her

testimony having been given under oath and including cross-

examination by counsel for the University of ·Illinois Foundation,

is obviously at least the legal equivalent of an affidavit and,
\

therefore, admissible for the purposes of this motion. A copy
00

of that testimony, PX-l~ is appended to this motion merely as

corroboration of the facts. more succinctly stated with complete

consistency in the Johnson affidavit PX-D. Accordingly, no

further reference need be made herein to that testimony by

Johnson in the related suit against Winegard Co.

* The University of Illinois Foundation, plaintiff, vs . Winegard
Company, defendant, Civil Action No. 3-695-D, United States
District Court, Southern District of Iowa, Davenport
Division, tried February 13-17, 1967.
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• The Lawler deposition, PX-E, was taken in the present

suit in the form of ~ross-examinationby counsel for the plaintiff

with redirect examination by counsel for defendant, The University

of Illinois Foundation. The. same witness, called on behalf of the

University of Illinois Foundation in the aforementioned, related

suit against Winegard Company, later testified consistently with

his deposition PX-E, with only one immaterial qualification noted

hereinafter. Like the Johnson testimony in the related suit

mentioned above, the Lawler testimony in that suit is at least

the· equivalent of 'an affidavit and, therefore, admissible for the

purposes of this motion. A copy of relevant portions thereof,
££

PX-~, is appended to this motion merely as corroboration of the

facts more fully covered in the Lawler deposition PX-E. According-

1y, with the one minor exception noted, no further reference need

be made herein to that testimony by Lawler in the related suit

against Winegard Company.

Another University of Illinois report, PX-5, published

prior to April 1, 1959, gave advance notice that the work covered

in PX-4 would be covered in that report. Therefore, the document

PX-5 is also pertinent to the issue raised by this ground of the

motion and is supplied as one of the supporting documents.

Agreement by the University of Illinois that the report

PX-4 was a "publication" by April 30, 1959, is shown by an
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additional document, PX-27, and by a pertinent part of the Mayes

deposition, PX-F,also taken in the present suit.

The present defendant, the University of Illinois

Foundation, had the opportunity to present evidence rebutting

the controlling facts relied upon in this motion when presented

with the same issue and most of the same facts in the above-

mentioned suit against Winegard Company. Because it produced no

material evidence of such character in that suit, and because no

additional facts which defendant might now urge could alter the

legal effect of those relied upon herein, it is respectfully

submitted that only a simple, basic question of law as to the

validity of the Isbell patent in suit is "presented hereby.

The significance of the controlling facts, so established

for the purposes of this motion, will be better appreciated as

they are developed below if. the specific question of law to.be

decided is first briefly explained.

The Specific Question of Law Presented

As detailed below, the publication PX-4 was made

accessible to the public on or before April 30, 1959, in two

distinct ways. By that date, copies thereof were available (1) for

. ':
!

reference or borrowing at a so-called "Local Library" in the Electrical

Engineering Research Laboratory of the University of Illinois, and
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(2) for distribution, for the asking, to any responsible,

interested person or concern within the University or outside

of the University. The intent of such handling of reports like

PX~4 was to make their contents available "to the people most

genuinely and seriously interested in the subject matter."

(See Mayesdep., PX-F, p. 56, line 13, to p. 57, line 10; Lawler

dep , , p. 24, line-s 20-24, and p , 40, line 1, to p. 41, line 13,

and The Hamilton Laboratories, Inc. v. Massengill, cited and

quoted, infra, under the heading "The Law on Publication.")

The specific que~tion of law presented is whether or not

such accessibility of the publication PX-4 to the public on April

30, 1959, coupled with such intent, constituted "publication" within

the meaning of 35 U.S.C. 102 (b) .' That it did constitute such pub-:

lication is supported by all known authorities dealing with similar

or comparable fact situations, as will be pointed out below after

a more detailed presentation and documentation of the facts.

Uncontested Facts

(a) Library Accessibility

The facts enumerated in the succeeding numbered para

graphs and supported as indicated therein establish, beyond dispute,

that a printed copy of the publication PX-4 was in the "Local

Library" of the Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory of the

University of Illinois (sometimes referred to as the "Local
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Library EERL") and was available for borrowing and reference by

the faculty, other employees, and students of the University and

by the general public no later than April 30, 1959.

1. The publication PX-4 was printed and 148 copies

thereof were delivered to Miss Marjorie Johnson, the acting

Technical Editor of the Publications Office of the Electrical

Engineering Department of the University of Illinois, at her office

at the University on or before April 30, 1959 (Stipulation, PX-C,

par. 4).

2. Miss Johnson in addition to being the acting

Technical Editor of the Publications Office, was also the Librarian

of the "Local Library EERL" during April, 1959 (Johnson Affidavit,

PX-D, par. 20; Lawler dep., PX-E, p. 39, line 17, to p. 40, line 1).

3. In April, 1959, the "Local Library" was located ina

"reading room" of the Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory

on the same floor of the building as the Publications Office

(Johnson Affidavit, PX-D, par. 21). That library and "reading

. room" were maintained by the Publications Office to assure having

at least one copy of ev~ry report it produced, as well as copies of

publications of other research groups, both at the University and

elsewhere in the country (Lawler dep., PX-E, p. 37, line 17, to

p. 38, line 5; Johllsonaffid.,PX~E, pars. 21-22).

4. The "Local Library" and the "reading room" in. which

it was located in April, 1959, were maintained as part of the
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operations·of the "Publications Office" of the Electrical

Engineering Department; and the same employee, Miss Marjorie.

Johnson, was responsible for all of the operations of the

Publications Office, including the printing and distribution of

publications by the Electrical Engineering Department and operation

of the "Local Library." As Librarian, she had custody of the

contents of the "Local Library" and responsibility for the

loan and return of such contents. (Johnson Affidavit, PX-D,

pars. 2-4, 20, and 22-26; Lawler dep., PX-E, p. 38)

5. The printed material contained in the "Local Library"

was available for borrowing and use by many thousands of people

at the University of Illinois, including those not directly

connected with the Antenna Laboratory, and also by the general

public (Lawler dep., PX-e, p. 36, line 3, to p. 37, line 4, and

p. 39, lines 10-16; Johnson Affidavit, PX-D, par. 35 (c)).

6. The publications in the "Local Library" were normally

kept in one of several locked file cabinets, not to prevent use of

such material by the public, but only to maintain control of that

material, so that it would not be lost and so that records could

be maintained of the names of borrowers and the dates on which

material was borrowed (Johnson Affidavit, PX-D, pars. 23, 25,

Lawler dep., PX-E, p. 37, line 7, to p. 39, line 9). Those

publications were entered on a card index of the contents of the

"Local Library:' and the report pX-4 is shown thereby to have

been a part of those contents (Lawler dep., PX-E, p. 44 lines 9-20).
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When anyone wanted to borrow a copy of a publication from the

"Local Library," he came to the Publications Office and requested

the report from Miss Johnson or one of her assistants, who unlocked

and opened the file cabinet and signed-out the requested publica~

tion. (Johnson Affidavit, par. 24; Lawler dep . , p. 39, lines

10-16).

7. In ~rder to inform people of the availability of

publications received by the "Local Library,'1 a magazine-type rack

was maintained in a hall of the Electrical Engineering Research

Laboratory leading to Miss Johnson I s office,. copies of publications

were placed on display on the rack for that purpose soon afte~

they were received by her, and a notice was maintained on that

rack indicating that displayed materials could be borrowed by

signing them out with Miss Johnson or one of the other employees

of the Publications Office (Johnson Affidavit, PX-D, pars. 27~29;

Lawler dep., PX~E, p. 40, line 2, to p. 41, line 13). When

publications were received in the Publications Office, they were

in the possession of Miss Johnson as Librarian and were immediately

available for borrowing by anyone requesting the library copy

(Johnson Affidavit, par. 26).

8. Thus, on or before April 30, 1959, the "Local Library"

copy of the publication PX-4 was in the possession of Miss Johnson,

the librarian of that library, and was available for borrowing or

use by the general public (Johnson Affidavit, PX~D, par. 3l(a) and

(c». Lawler, as business manager of the Department of Electrical



Engineering of the University of Illinois, ~hen called as a

~itness for the Foundation in its related suit against Winegard,*

stated that the "reading room" of the Publications Office was an

"unofficial. reading room used by the department"; and that "it was

not a library" in the sense that the department had "tried to

obtain library status for it, but couldn't" because "they [the

University] said it wasn't large enough" (Lawler testimony, PX-K,

pp. 675-676). However, he confirmed on cross-examination that

Miss Johnson had charge of that facility, that it was designated

by the department as the "Local Library" in the "local distribu-

tion list" (PX-35) for reports of 'the department, and that both

students having some laboratory connection at the University and

faculty members of the University were aware of the fact that

research publications were available there (Lawler testimony,

PX-K" pp. 687-689). In addition, in his earlier deposition PX~E,

Lawler repeatedly referred to the "Local Library" by that term and

expressly confirmed many of the details of its character and

functions as related by the references to his testimony in the

preceding numbered paragraphs, while contradicting none of them.

Thus, his only qualification of his own prior deposition (PX-E)
. ot:

and the affidavit and testimony of Miss Johnson (PX-D and px-;t)

was that the "Local Library," though publicized and functioning as

* See p. 25, supra.
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a library for students and faculty of the University and

available for use by the public, as well, was not "officially"

recognized as having "library status" in the University classifi

cation of its facilities.

(b) Copies Available For Sale or at No Charge

The facts enumerated in the next succeeding numbered

paragraphs and supported as indicated therein establish, beyond

dispute, that "extra" printed copies of the. publication PX-4

were available to the public at the Publications Office by April

30, 1959; that the public had knowledge of the availability of such

copies for sale or at nO charge so long as the supply lasted;

. that such copies were commonly requested by outsiders and were

supplied so far as they were available; and that the prospective

availability of a report on the subject of present interest

contained in PX-4 had been announced in another, earlier report

of a similar character, PX-5, published prior to April 1, 1959.

9. Some of the 148 copies of PX-4 received by Miss

Marjorie Johnson (par. I, supra) had been printed so that the

Publications Office would have a supply of extra copies not .

required for specific distribution and so that such extra copies

would be available for internal reference .and for distribution

to any responsible pexson requesting a copy until a minimum

number of internal reference copies remained on hand (JohnSon

Affidavit, PX-D, pars. 9-12; Lawler dep , , PX-E, p , 23, line 13,

to p. 24, line 10).
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10. Requests for extra copies of publications, such

as PX~4, were regularly received by the Publications Office of

the Electrical Engineering Department of the University from

people outside the University who were interested in antenna

developments, and such requests were normally filled by the

Publications Office by supplying such extra copies to the request-

ing party until only a specified minimum number of copies remained

on hand (~ohnsonAffidavit, PX-D, pars. 9-13; Mayes dep., PX-F,

p , 55, line 22, to p , 56, line. 5).

11. In some instances, a person requesting one of the

."extra copies" was charged for such a copy, but in most instances

it was given away without charge (Lawler dep.p. 28, lines 10-17).

12. As soon as copies of reports, such as pX-4, were

,received in the Publications Office, the extra copies were given

to any responsible party requesting a copy, at least in the case'

of reports prepared pursuant to the contract, PX-1A, under which

the reports PX-4 and PX-5 of present interest were rendered

~(JOhnson Affidavit, PX-D, pars. 16-17; Lawler Dep. , PX-E, p. 5,

~:::,:8:,:~:~~:.1:~'6~).;;~::::::~:i::::D;,:r;: :::
I p. 23, line 21, to p , 29, line 12)

\
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13. In April of 1959, many people were aware of the

fact that extra copies of publications prepareg by the Antenna

Laboratory of the University of Illinois could be obtained from

the Publications Office of the Electrical Engineering Department

of the University. Such people included faculty and students at

the University, not connected with the Antenna Laboratory, and

members of industry and others who were not connected with the

University or with the United States Government. (Johnson Affidavit,

pars. l8~19; Lawler dep., PX-E, p. 7, line 17 to p. 10, ii~e 8,

.p. 23, line 21, to p.29, line 12; Mayes dep., PX-F, p. 55, line 22,

to p. 56, line 5)

14. Copies of the Quarterly Engineering Report No. 1

(PX-5) for the period from September 1 to December 1, 1958 (see

title page) were printed and published by the University of Illinois

~efore April 1, 1~59 (Stipulation, PX-C, pars. 2-3). That report

contained a statement appearing on page 2--

"2.3 Plans for Next Interval
"An investigation of log

periodic structures of thin linear
elements (zero tooth width) is planned."

The subject matter disclosed in the Isbell patent in suit and

described in the report PX-4 for the nex.t "interval" (December 1,

1958, to March 1, 1959 -- see title page) results from reducing
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the tooth widths lito zero" in the prior toothed structure of

DuHamel and Ore (PX-33, Fig. 1) when the angle Y; is 0° (pp . 19-21,

supra), as explained by Mayes (PX-H, p. 4). Thus, the coming

availability of the next report PX-4 on the subject matter of

interest was announced in PX-5, which was published and available

before April 1, 1959.

(c) PX-4 Described the Invention
of the Isbell Patent

The additional facts enumerated in the next succeeding

numbered paragraphs. and supported as indicated therein established,

beyond dispute, that the publication PX-4, which was accessible to

the public by April 30, 1959, as related above, actually described

the alleged invention of the Isbell patent in suit with sufficient

clarity to be understood and used by a person having ordinary skill

in the relevant art at the time that alleg~d invention was made.

15. The publication PX-4, on pages 2 and 3, respectively,

contains a written description and a schematic illustration of an

antenna credited to Dwight E. Isbell, the same Dwight E. ,Isbell

who was named the inventor in the ISbell patent in suit (Stipulation,

PX-c, par. 5). That schematic illustration shows an antenna

having the same dipole length and spacing relationships as the

antenna illustrated in Fig. 1 of the Isbell patent in suit

(Stipulation, PX-C, par. 6), and haVing the cross-over front

feed that alternates in phase between successive dipoles as

illustrated and described in that patent (Stipulation, PX-C, par. 7).
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16. The written description and schematic illustration

on pages 2 and 3 of PX-4 illustrate and describe an antenna having,

the same electrical structure, mode of operation, and performance

as the antenna disclosed and claimed'in the Isbell patent in suit

(Stipulation, PX-C, par. 8), which illustration and description

would be sufficient for anyone with antenna design experience to

construct a successful antenna having a mode of operation and

performance identical to the antenna disclosed in the Isbell

patent (Stipulation, PX-C, par. 9).

17. As explained above (pp. 18-19), the structure Qf

the antennas of Fig. 2 of the Isbell patent in suit, as well as

the mode of operation thereof, results· merely from reducing the

teeth to thin-linear elements in the antennas of Figs. 1-4 of

the prior art DuHamel and Ore patentPX-33 (or from substituting

thin-linear elements for the triangular dipole-like members of

,,/- Fig. 5 ofthet prior art patent) when the angle YJ.is reduced

to 0° as disclosed therein (each of those prior art forms. having

also been disclosed by May, 1958, in the prior art publication

PX-12). PX.,.4, itself, calls attention to the "solid sheet,

broad tooth, log periodic antennas" that were earlier shown in

Figs. 1.,.2 of PX-33 and Fig. 2 of PX-12, and to the indicated

"comparable" performance of the simple dipole form disclosed in

.rx-«. Therefore, while PX-4 "schema tically" shows and describes

only the form of antenna having the "cross-over" front feed of
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Fig. I of the Isbell patent in suit, it .is evident that the

parallel feeder structure of Fig. 2 of that patent was old

in the prior art developments of DuHamel and Ore and was merely

carried over by Isbell into his patent in suit, so that any

contribution over the prior art that is disclosed by the Isbell

patent in suit was, in fact, disclosed by the publication PX-4

by April 30,1959.

18. The coming availability of the report pX-4 on

the particular subject of present interest was announced to the

public in advance of its preparation in the earlier report pX-5,

published prior to April 1, 1959, as detailed in paragraph 14, supra.

(d) Summary of Controlling Facts

13eyond dispute, the printed publication PX-4 described

the alleged invention of the Isbell patent in suit and, for the

purpose of making the fruits of the described research generally

available, that report was made accessible to the public in two

ways (for reference or borrowing at the "Local Library" and by

gift or sale from .the Publications Office) more than a year before

the application for the Isbell patent in suit •. Accordingly, there

remains only the legal question of whether such availability, coupled

with such intent, constituted "publication" within the meanIng

of 35 V.S.C; l02(b) so as to render the Isbell patent in suit invalid.
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The Law on "Publication"

While a considerable number of court decisions have

considered. what constitutes a "printed publication" under 35 U.S.C.

102(b), many of those decisions deal only with what constitutes

"printed" within the meaning of that section of the statute, rather

than what constitutes "publication." Since it is evident on

inspection that the document; PX-4 was "printed," such decisions

are not pertinent. The only question here is whether the avail-

ability of that document more than one year before the application

for the Isbell patent in suit on May 3,1960, constituted "publica-

tion" under the law.

The early decision in Cottier v. Stimson, 20 Fed. 906

(Cir. Ct., D. Ore., 1884) set forth the general requirements for a

"publication," In that decision (p. 910), the Court said:

"In Walk. Pat; , 56, it is said that a 'printed
publication is anything which is printed, and,.'
without any injunction of secrecy, is distributed
to any part of the public in any country. Indeed,
it seems reasonable that no actual distribution
need occur, but that exposure of printed matter
for sale is enough to constitute a printed
publication. '

"But something besides printing is required.'
The statute goes upon the theory that the work
has been made accessible to the Eublic, and that
the invention has thereby been given. to the public,
and is no longer patentable by anyone. Publica
tion means put into general circulation or on sale,
where the work is accessible to the public. See
Reeves v. Keystone Bridge Co. 5 Fisher, 467."
(Emphasis added)
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In substance that decision held tr~t a printed work is a

"publication" when it is accessible to the public. This accessi-

bility to the public can occur in a number of different ways, many

of which have been specifically considered by the courts.

(a) Deposit in a Library

One of the common ways in which a printed work is made

accessible to the public is by placing a copy in a library where

it is accessible to members of the public. In an early decision

in John Crossley & Sons v , ~, 83 Fed. 488 (Cir. Ct., D. Mass.,

1897), it was held that publication had been established by proof

that a single copy of a book was received in a library and that

such publication was sufficient to bar the grant of a valid patent.

There is no requirement that members of the public

actually used the printed copy contained within a library. It is

merely necessary to establish that a copy of the publication was

received by the library. Thus, the Patent Office Board of Appeals

held in Gulliksen v'. Halberg v , Edgerton v.' Scott, 75 USPQ 252

(1937) that "publication" of a thesis was established when it was

proved that a copy ,of the thesis had been received by a college

library. The Board said at page 257:

"Since both affidavits referred to above clearly
show that the thesis was received September 25, 1929,.
it is held that the dates when the same was bound or
indexed is of no importance for the thesis became
available to the public as soon as received in the
library." (Emphasis added)



•

Subsequently, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals held

in The Hamilton Laboratories, Inc. v. Massengill, 111 F.2d 584, 585,

45 USPQ 594, 595 (1940);

"**"kthe Weed thesis is in the prior art and marks
a step in its development since it was put on file
in the library of the college, 'available to students
there and to other libraries having exchange arrange
ments with Iowa State. John Crossley and Sons v;
Hogg, C. C., 83 Fed. 488, 490; Britton v. \\Ihite Mfg.
Co., C.C., 61 Fed. 93, 95. We think intent that the
fruits of research be available to the public is
determina tive of publica tion under the s ta tute"'-k>'<. "
(Emphasis added)

More recent decisions have followed and further clarified

,the foregoing statements of the law. For example, the sufficiency

of the deposit in a library of a single copy of printed matter and

the immateriality of the obscurity of the library were commented

on by the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals in the case of

In re Tenney, Frank and Knox, 254 F.2d 619, 627, 117 USPZ 348, 354

(1958). In .that case, the Court observed--

"tt is no doubt true that our present taw is
anomolous, as evidenced by our conclusion that a
microfilm is not' printed. I A foreign patent; file,
laid open for public inspection, is not a printed
publication because typewritten, while a printed
publication available to the public only ina
Southern Rhodesian library would be."

Still more recently, the District Court for the Southern

District of California held that the filing of a copy of a

thesis in a college library on October 9, 1950, barred a

patent applied for October 30, 1951 (21 days over the permissible
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one year). Indiana General Corp. v. Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,

249 F. Supp. 809, 815, 816 (1966). In that decision, the Court

cited the Hamilton Laboratories v. Massengill case, supra, as an

authority "squarely in point."

About the same time, the District Court for the Southern

District of New York (while denying a motion for summary judgment

because of unresolved questions of fact in the particular case)

reviewed the same and related questions of law in some detail and

concluded that a "'printed publication' as contemplated by Congress

in 35 U.S.C. 102"--

"can include a document printed, reproduced or
duplicated by modern day methods, including
microfilming, upon a satisfactory showing that
such document has been disseminated or otherwise
made available to the extent that persons in
terested and ordinarily skilled in the subject
matter or art, exercising reasonable diligence,
can locate it and recognize and comprehend
therefrom the essentials of the claimed inven
tion without need of further research or experi
mentation." (Emphasis added)

I.C.E.Corporation v. Armco Steel Corporation, 250 F. Supp. 738,

743 (1966).

(b) Availability to 'the Public
by Sale or Without Charge

The "publication" of a printed work also occurs when

copies of the work are first accessible to the public, by purchase

or without cost. In the above-cited case of In re Tenney,

Frank & Knox, 254 F.2d 619, 928, 117 USPQ 348, 355 (C.C.P.A., 1958),

in a concurring opinion, Judge Rich stated his view of the law to

be t.ha t.->
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">-ihen a book has been printed and copies
are available for delivery, an advertisement
offering it for sale would bring about its
'publication' even before any copies are
actually sold."

In its majority opinion in that case (at 254 F.2d 624), the Court

stated--

"The essence of all we have quoted is that, in
consideration for the patent grant, something
must be given to the public which it did not
have before (Albeit that the enjoyment of this
'something' may be postponed for seventeen years).
If the public is already possessed of that 'some
thing', or if it is accessible to the public,
there is a failure of consideration and no patent
may be granted."

Explaining what "accessible to the public" means, the Court stated

further (at 254 F.2d 626-627)--

"But though the law has in mind the probability
of public knowledge of the contents of the publica
tion, the law does not go. further and require that
the probability must have become. an actuality. In
other words, once it has bee~ established that the
item has been both printed and published, it is
not necessary to further show that any given number
of people actually saw it or that any specific number
of copies have been circulated. The law sets up a
conclusive presumption to the effect that the public
has knowledge of the publication when a single printed
copy is proved to have been so published. See Evans
v , Eaton, 1818, 3 Wheat. 454, 514, 4 L.Ed. 433; Curtis,
Law of Patents, pp. 500-03 (4th ed , 1873)." (Emphasis
added)

The Tenney case, sup"a, is consistent with the law as

previously stated by other courts and text writers over the years.

Thus, as far back as 1884, when the substance of the present statute

on this point was also in force, the Court specifically stated in



j

Cottier v. Stimson (cited and quoted at p , 37, supra) that--

"exposure of printed matter for sale is
enough to constitute a printed publica-
tion, II ['"''"''C''''' -::-h....~;"-<7-'h<'"' ~:',-L.Y'~~_j: ..;:?;.,' Ad.,-. fJl.]

,J

and that, in th~ Court's own words--

"Publication means put into circulation
or on sale*i<*." (Emphasis added)

No contrary decision throughout the history of the United States

Patent System has been found~

Clearly, if it is enough that copies of printed material

be "on sale",or exposed "for sale", availability to the public is

still greater where, as here, such printed matter was known to be

ava~lable ~ithout charge and had frequently been so supplied on

request.

Summary

[

Summarizing the facts and the law affecting the Isbell

patent in suit, as presented above, each of two independent, but

simultaneous occurrences constituted legal "publication" of PX-4

by April 30, 1959. Those occurrences were: (1) the "Local Library"

copy was available to the public ina repository for technical

publications that was both used as a "library" and called a "library",

and that was clearly established and operated 'to perform the

function of a "library," and (2) "extra copies" of the publication

were available for sale or free distribution, with public knOWledge
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·of this availability. TI,at publication, and others of similar

character were made accessible to the public in both of those ways

with the clear intent to make the fruits of the University research
•

available to all.

While both of those two occurrences independently con-

stituted legal "publication" by April 30, 1959, it is also evident

that the same physical organization under the supervision of the

same individual, Miss Marjorie Johnson, made the publication PX-4

available both through its library reference and loan facility

and through the Publications Office facility for furnishing copies

of the publication for sale or at no charge. Thus, that same

physical organization actually performed more than the normal

functions of a library in making possible and facilitating both

modes of making the publication accessible to the public.

By all of the standards derivable from pertinent court

decisions and other recognized authorities, the publication PX-4

was legally "published" on or before April 30, 1959. Since it

clearly described the alleged invention of the Isbell patent in

suit,and did so more than a year prior to the application for the

. patent, that patent must be held invalid under the provisions of

35U.S.C. 102(b) ~



II.A.

MAYES ET AL. REISSUE PATENT NO. 25,740
INVALID UNDER 35 U.S.C. l02(f) BECAUSE
M,tl..YES ET AL. DID NOT THEMSELVES INVENT
THE SUBJECT VL!\TTER THEREOF AS REQUIRED
BY 35 U.S.C. l02(f)

This ground for invalidity of the Mayes et al. reissue

patent in suit (PX-B),summarized in Part II.A. of the foregoing

Synopsis, will now be fully presented with detailed reference to

the facts, the supporting documents, and the applicable law. The

absence of any genuine issue of material fact and invalidity of the

patent asa matter of law will clearly appear from this presenta-

tion.

The Evidence

The controlling facts upon which this ground of the

motion is based are contain~d in the deposition (PX-F) of Paul E.

Mayes and the "RECORD OF INVENTION" (PX-15) signed by both Paul E.

Mayes and Robert L. Carrel and identified by Mayes in his deposition.

The University of Illinois report, PX-4, on which Part I

of this motion was primarily based and another report, PX-l7, are

also relied upon to confirm the priority of the work of Isbell

over that of Mayes et a1.; and portions (PX-34) of a 1943 radio

handbook are relied upon merely to demonstrate what had long been

known in the art about the design and operation of V-dipoles.
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The significance of the controlling facts, so established

for the purposes of this'motion, and the immateriality of any

additional facts that defendants might conceivably assert in re-

sponse thereto, will be better appreciated as they are developed

below if the specific question of law to be decided is first

briefly explained.

The Specific Question of Law Presented

As summarized in the background discussion above (pp. 20-

21) and as documented in more detail in the ensuing development

of the uncontested facts, the only.departure from the prior

invention covered by the Isbell patent in suit (PX-A) that is

disclosed in the Mayes et al. original and reissue patents, is the

mere substitution of known V-dipoles for the straight, simple

dipoles of Isbell; such substitution of V-dipoles was suggested to

Mayes and Carrel by Mr. E. M. Turner of Wright Air Development

Center; and such substitution of V-dipoles gave to the antenna only

the expected and well known operation over a number of additional,

higher, harmonic, frequency ranges. Thus, the only departure from

the prior Isbell invention was the substitution suggested by

Turner; the inherent results of such substitution were well known,

and expected; and nothing was left as a possible contribution by

Mayes and Carrel but a recognition of those well known and expected

results.
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The specific question of law presented is whether or not

Mayes andcCarrel made an invention entitling them to patent the

identical structure suggested by Turner merely because they

recognized and verified the inherent, well known, and expected

results obtainable with that structure. That they were not entitled

to do so is~upported by all known authorities dealing with similar

or comparable fact situations, as will be pointed out below follow-

ing a more detailed presentation and documentation of the facts.

Uncontested Facts

The alleged invention of the Isbell patent in suit

was described in a printed report by the University of Illinois

(PX":4) that was dated "31 March 1959" on the title page and signed

thereon by Mayes, himself, and that was published April 30, 1959,

as established in Part I of this motion and, in any event, by the

admitted mailing of that report by May 5, 1958, to the entire

distribution list filling the last five and one-half pages of the

report (Stipulation, PX-C, par. 10). That alleged invention was

necessarily made sometime prior to the description thereof in

the "31 March 1959" report, pX-4.

The later dates and the place of making the alleged

V-dipole invention of the Mayes et al. reissue patent in suit are

detailed in a "RECORD OF I~"VENTION" (PX-15), over the signature of

both Mayes and Carrel.* That document, in the items numbered 9-11,

* Produced by the Foundation defendant and identified by Mayes
(Mayes dep., PX-F, p. 113, line 2, to p. 114, line 5).
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/

13, and 15 on the first page thereof, fixes the date and place of

making the invention between. June 11 and June 23, 1959, at the

Antenna Laboratory of the University of Illinois. By specific

. reference thereto in items 19 and 20 on page 2 thereof, that

document also refers to therelate~ prior, invention of the Isbell

patent in suit and to its description in the University of Illinois

Antenna Laboratory Technical Report No. 39 (PX-17) of "I June 1959"

(title page) or "10 June 1959" (front cover). On its face, PX-17

includes every detail of the Isbell patent disclosure. It became
~ ,
./~ j

a "publication" at least by September/2j', 1959 (Stipulation, PX-C,

par. / / )

Mayes admitted in his deposition (p. 7, line. 19, to p. 8,

line 5), that he was familiar with the work on which the Isbell

patent in suit was based at the time that work was going on and

with the records of that work as they were prepared.

As shown by item 9 on page 1 of the "RECORD OF INVENTION"

(PX-15), the first occurrence leading to the alleged invention of

the Mayes et al. patent in suit was a question, asked by Mr. E. M.

Turner of Wright Air Development Center, "if the <Ingle of dipoles

on a log-periodic dipole array had been used as a design parameter."

Mayes stated his understanding that, in asking that question,

Mr. Turner "was referring to moving the dipole arms of the simple

dipoles in antennas of the type disclosed in the Isbell 767 patent

(PX-A), forwa,rdly so that they would be in effect a V-dipole"

(Mayes dep , , PX-F, p. 114, line 6, to p. 115, line 20). Mayes

further testified that he understood that Mr. Turner's suggestion
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had reference only to operation of the antenna on the fundamental

one-half wave mode; that it would have been appar~nt prior 'to that

time to anyone familiar with V-dipoles and .their operation that

this would not improve the gain and would detract from the directiv-

ity on the one-half wave mode operation; but that, nevertheless,

Mayes and Carrel tested an antenna of the Isbell type after V'ing

the elements forwardly and verified that there was no significant

difference in operation on the one-half wave mode of operation

(Mayes dep. PX-F, p. 116, line 7, to p. 117, line 15). Mayes then

testified further that they took a similar antenna and tested it

on higher modes of operation; that the gain was increased and the

directivity was sharper than when using the Isbell antenna on the

half-wave mode; that, as was well known prior to June 1959, the

same improvement was obtained with V-dipoles generally; and that

such improvement from substituting V-dipoles in the Isbell antenna

resulted lias expected" (Mayes dep. PX-F, P> 117, line 16, .to

p. 120, line 24).

Finally, Mayes testified (consistently with the clear

disclosure of the Mayeset al. patent in suit*), that the prior

antennas of the Isbell patent and the V-dipole antennas of Mayes

et al. reissue patent "are identical!'other than for the smaller

1. PX-B,col. 1, lines 40-55; col. 2, lines 44-49; and col. 4,
'lines 9-21, the first of these citations being quoted in full
at p , 20, supra.
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included angle between the two elements of each dipole in the

V-dipole antennas of the Mayes et a1. patent.

The suggestion of using V-dipoles necessarily required

some determination of the proper included angle to be used between

the diverging arms or elements of ,each V-dipole. How to determine

this parameter of the design of the V-dipole form of the antenna

appears at column 3, lines 19-34 with the general suggestion

that it range from "about 114° for the [three] half-wavelength

'mode to about 62° for the 9/2 wavelengths mode."* However,

essentially that same range of V-angles would have been implicit

to one skilled in the art from the mere suggestion of using V-

dipoles and is clearly the only parameter data for such an antenna

that Mayes could have compared with "some of the references of

previous literature," as he stated in his deposition (PX-F, p. 117,

line 22 , to p. 118, line 7).

* Omission from the patent of the word "three" enclosed' in brackets
in this quotation is an obvious typographical error in the
patent. As Mayes testified (Mayes dep . , PX-F, pp. 50, 116-117),
any Veeing of the dipole arms is disadvantageous for operation
in the half-wavelength mode,for which one would use the
straight dipoles of the Isbell patent in suit, but that the
improvement in operation occurs when the V-dipoles are "loS
times the wavelength, i.e., three half-wavelengths). See
Finneburgh affidavit, PX-G, par. 16 •
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At least as early as 1943, handbook information gave

essentially the same V-angle information, as is evidenced by the

"Radio Engineers' Handbook" by Frederick Emmons Terman (1943)

pp. 788 and 807-808 (PX-34). As·explai~ed in the Finneburgh
.

affidavit, PX-G, use of that handbook information to determine the

included angles for the diverging arms of V-dipoles for 3/2 wave-

lengths mode operation and for.9/2 wavelengths mode operation would

result in selecting, respectively, a little less than 120° (corres-

ponding closely to the 114 °in the Mayes et aL patent) .. and a little

less than 70° (corresponding closely to the 62° in the Mayes et ai.

patent). Thus, selection of the appropriate V-angle in accordance

with the disclosure of the Mayes et a L, patent in suit involved

only normal, well known, engineering practice that would have been

employed by anyOne skilled in the art in following Turner's sugges-

tion of using V-dipoles.

summarizing the controlling facts, it is clear beyond

dispute that Turner suggested the use of V-dipoles in place of the

straight dipoles of. the Isbell patent in suit, although he may have

had in mind only half-wave mode operation. May~s and Carrel merely

tested the resulting V-dipole antenna on higher modes and verified

that the previously well known and characteristic operation of

V-dipoles resulted as. one skilled in the art at that time would

have expected; and the V-angles disclosed by Mayes et al. for use

for that purpose were only those that had been customarily employed

in the prior art for the same purpose.
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Thus, the particular antenna structures that are

claimed in the Mayes et al. reissue patent in suit are only what

were suggested by Turner; the design parameters employed were only

those earlier taught by Isbell plus what was common practice in

the prior art when using V-dipoles; and the mode of operation was

only what was expected from the then well known operation of the

Isbell antennas and of the prior art V-dipoles. Accordingly, there

remains only the legal question of whether Mayes and Carrel them-

selves made an invention, if any is disclosed in their patent in

suit, or merely derived the idea from another and added nothing

patentable to it, so as to be barred from the right to a patent by

35 U.S.C. 102(f).*

The Law on Derivation of the ,
Patented Invention from "Another"

An application of the law on patentability of inventions

to the particular fact situation existing in this case may best

be taken in two steps. It is first necessary. to recognize what

should be an obvious principle of law, i.e., what Turner admittedly

suggested to Mayes et al. could not have been the invention of

Mayes etal. That principle of law may have been first stated by

the courts in the.historic case of Stearns v •. Davis, 22 Fed. Cases

* Quoted in first footnote,p. 5, supra.
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1182, Fed. Case No. 13,338 (C.C., Dist. of Col., 1859). The

principle has never been better stated than in the. headnote of the

report of that case (fully supported by the opinion), which reads:

"One who receives a 'suggestion' of a'machine from
another, and promptly reduces it to practical use, is
not an inventor, and will' acquire no right by reason
of any laches of the original inventor in perfecting
his invention. If the latter forfeits his rights, the
forfeiture 'will be to the public."

The foregoing was, perhaps, the first authoritative

statement of the law of "originality" or "derivation" that

necessarily follows from the Constitutional provision for granting'

patents only to "Inventors," not to those who derived their ideas

from others. Some 16 years later, the same thing was stated, in

substance, by the Supreme Court in the noted case of Smith v.

Nichols, 88 U.S. 112, 22 LEd. 566, _ (1875) .. In the words of the

Supreme Court--

"A patentable invention is a mental result.
It must be new and shown to be of practical utility.
Everything within the domain of the conception be
longs to him who conceived it. The machine, process
or product is but its material reflex and embodiment.
Anew'idea may be ingrafted upon an old invention, be
distinct from the conception which preceded it, and
be an improvement. In 'such case it is patentable.***

. These rules apply alike, ,whether what preceded was
covered by a patent or rested only in public knowledge
and use. In neither case can there ,be an invasion of
such domain and an appropriation of anything found
there. In one case everything belongs to the,prior
patentee; in the other to the public at large."
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The same principle was applied a few years later by the

Supreme Court in the equally well known case of Atlantic Works v.

Brady, 107 U.S. 192, 27 t.Ed. 438 (1882). The exposure of Brady's

derivation of the idea of his patent and the holding of the patent

void is detailed at 27 L.Ed. 442.

Such "derivation" or "originality" questions most'fre-

quently arise in patent interferences between rival inventors in

the Patent Office •. Where, as here, the basic idea was derived by

the appellant from the appellee, and the particular detail of

construction employed could have been worked out by one skilled

in the art (for example, the included angle of the V-dipole arms,

which is not even mentioned in most of the claims here in suit),

the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals'held the appellee to be

the inventor,.not the appellant who had merely used the skill of

the art in producing an operable structure. Barba v. Brizzolara,

104 F.2d 198, 202-203,41 USPQ 749, 754-753 (C.C.P.A., 1939).

See, also, Finch v , Dillenback, Jr., 121 F.2d 459,466,49' USPQ

731, 738 (C.C.P.A., 1941).

As the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals explained

more fully in Applegate et al. v. Scherer et al., 332 F.2d 571,

141 USPQ 79&,798-799 (1964)--

"An originality or derivation case, which this is,
is quite unlike a case involving independent
inventors, between whom true 'priority' must be
decided.
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"Appellants seem to propose that there cannot
be a conception of an invention of the type here
involved in the absence of knowledge that the in
vention will work. Such knowledge, necessarily,
can rest only on an actual reduction to practice.
To adopt this proposition VJould mean, as a practical
matter, that one could never communicate an invention
thought up by him to another who is to try it out,
for, when the tester succeeds, the one who does no
more than exercise ordinary skill would be rewardeq
and the innovator would not be. Such cannot be
the law. A contrary intent is implicit in the
statutes and in a multitude of precedents."

Clearly, on the authority and reasoning of" the above cases,

Mayes et al. did not themselves invent the structure claimed in

their patent, which was suggested to them by Turner. In that

connection, the facts of "those cases and of the present case must

be distinguished from the many cases reaching the opposite result

because the one making the suggestion did not suggest enough for

one having ordinary skill in the art to make a complete and

operative .devd.ce , "In the present case, Turner suggested precisely

what Mayes et a1. disclosed, namely ,the prior Isbell antenna

modified only by substituting V-dipoles for straight, dipoles.

What V-angle t~ use for any higher harmonic mode operation above

the half-wave mode for which the Isbell antennas had been designed,

being handbook information at least since 1943, was clearly

implicit in the mere suggestion of the use of the wellkno~

V-dipoles.
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The next step is to deal with what. Turner did not suggest

to Mayes e t; al·., namely the use of, the proposed V-dipole forms of

the Isbell antennas on the 3/2 wavelengths and higher harmonic

modes, which produced higher gain and sharper directivity (some-

thing which 'Turner may not have appreciated). The authorities

are uniform in holding that when one'merely makes a new or extended

use of an old device, he is not entitled to a patent on the device

itself, which he did not invent.

'The last cited principle may have had its first clear

statement in Roberts v , Ryer, 91 U.S. 150, 157, 23 L.Ed. 267, 270

(1875), in which the Supreme Court more specifically stated--

"It .is no new invention to use an old machine
for a new purpose. The inventor of a machine is
entitled to the benefit of all the uses to which
it can be put, no matter whether he had conceived
the idea of the use or not." (Emphasis ,added) .

.In that case, comparing the claimed :',machine of the Sanford patent

in suit with the prior Lyman machine; the court continued--

"There was no change in the machine: It was only
put to a new ,use. If there was any change of con
struction suggested, it was only to increase its
capacity for usefulness***Clearly, we think, there~

fore; the invention of Sanford was anticipated by
Lyman and .hi.s patent is, on .tha t account, void."

The logic of the decision in Roberts v. Ryer is: clear

and has constituted the cornerstone of a host of subsequ~nt

decisions involving countless variations of the particular facts

involved in that case. However, a coIlllJient seems warranted on a

related 'principle of patent law codified in the 1953 Patent Act,
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namely, that "a new use of a known***machine" is embraced by the

term "prccess" [35 U.S.G. 100(b)], and that "Whoever invents or

discovers any new and useful process**i<may obtain a patent therefore,

subject to the conditions and requirements of this title, II [35

U.S.C. 101]. The distinction between the principle of Roberts v ,

Ryer and the quoted portions of 35 U.S.C. 100(b) and 101 is simply

this: One who.merely puts an old machine to a new use, or uses it

in a different ,way, or for a new purpose, if his conception is

inventive in character ("unobviousll ) , is entitled to patent his

conception as a "new and useful process" by the terms of 35 U.S.C •

.100(b) and .101. However, where there is no change in the construc

tion of the machine; or any charige made in the machine is not

inventive, neither the machine nor its inherent functions is new

and one who conceives only the new use for the machine is not

entitled to claim the machine itself, as his invention, or to

patent it, though he may be entitled' to patent, in terms of a

"process," the particular new steps or operations. LnvoIved in the

new use.

Thus, here, the claims 'of the Ma)i'es et aL, patent in suit

improperly cover precisely the device that Turner suggested to }-!ayes

et al.,namely, the dipole antennas of Isbeli modified only by

substituting for Isbell's straight dipoles the well known V-dipoles

of the prior art (even including the same V-angles for particular
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higher modes of operation that were handbook standards in the prior

art use of such V-dipoles) •.

The principle that discovering a new use for an old device

does not entitle one to a patent on the old device, whether or not

the new use was previously known, was re-emphasized again in 1892

in another historic case, Anson:i!a Brass & Copper Co. v. Electrical

Supply Co., 144 U.S. 11, 36 L.Ed. 327, 329, citing and repeating

the above-quoted language f'rom Roberts v , Ryer.

This has been the law ever since." Thus, in General

Electric Co. v. Jewel Incandescent Lamp Co., 326 U.S. 242(1945),

the Supreme Court said (atp. 249)--

"Where there has been use of an article or the
method of its manufacture has been known, more
than a new advantage of the product must be
discovered in order to claim invention. See
DeForest Radio Co. v , General Electric Co , ,
283 US 664, 682, 75 L ed 1339, 1347, 51 S.Ct
563. It is not invention to' perceive that the,
product which others had discovered had qualities
they failed to detect. See Corona Cord Tire Co.
v. Dovan Chemical Corp. 276 US 358, 369, 72 L ed
610, 614, 48 S Ct 380." .

This Court, in 1959, restated the principle and quoted

and cited the first part of the above quotation from General

Electric v.• Jewell.' Armour Research Foundation of Illinois

Institute of Technology et al. v , C. K. Williams & Co.! Inc.,

170 F; Supp. 871, 884,121USPQ 3, 13 (1959); affirmed,280 F.2d

499.
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The same principle has been applied by the Court of

Appeals of the. Seventh Circuit in the type of situations involved

in the Ansonia case, supra. B.&M. Corp. v. Koolvent Aluminum

Awning Corp. of Indiana, 257 F.2d 264, 267, 118 USPQ 191, 194 (1958).

Armour & Co. v. Wilson & Co., 274 F.2d 143, 150, 124 USPQ 115,

120-121 (196,0), citing 35 U.S.C. 102(f) on which this part of this

motion is based.

Summary

In claiming only the V-dipole form of Isbell's log

·pe~iodic antennas and 'the inherent functions or properties thereof

when operating at higher harmonic frequencies, the Mayes et al.

patent covers the precise antenna structure suggested to them by

Turner •. By the first principle of law discussed above, it is

clear that such structure, perse could not be th~ invention of

Mayes et al.; and by the second principle of law discussed above,

it is equally clear that such structure was not rendered'patentable

to Mayes et al. by their concept of using it at higher frequencies,

whether or not Turner knew that it could be so used or appreciated

the advantages of doing so.

The factual premises upon which these legal conclusions

are based, being admitted by Mayes in his testimony and by Mayes

and Carrel in their Invention Record (PX-15), their patent is

necessarily invalid as a matter of' law, and no other facts which

defendants might conceivably allege could alter this final legal

conclusion.
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ILB.

MAYES ET AL. REISSUE PATENT NO. 25,740
UN~NFORCEABLE FOR "UNCLEAN HAlli)S" OF THE
FOUNDATION DEFENDANT, WHO FURNISHED THE
PATENT OFFICE WITH DECEPTIVE AND MIS
LEADING EVIDENCE IN PROCURING THE PATENT

This ground for unenforceability 6f the Mayes et al.

reissue ,patent in suit (PX-B), summarized in Part II.B. of the

foregoing Synopsis, will now be fully presented with detailed

reference to the facts, the supporting documents, and the applicable

law. The absence of any genuine issue of material fact and the un-

enforceability of the patent as a matit.ez, of law will clearly appear

from this presentation.

The Evidence

The controlling facts upon which this ground of the

motion is based. are contained in the file history . (PX-29) of the

Mayes et al. original patent and .the file history (PX-30) of the

Mayes et al.reissue patent in suit; the University of Illinois

reports PX-4 and PX-17, which disclose the' Isbell invention;·

the Stipulation PX-C as it refers to those two .reports; the deposi-

.tion (PX-F) of Paul E~ Mayes; and the "RECORD OF INVENTION"(PX-15)

signed by both Paul.E. Mayes and Robert L. Carrel and identified

by Mayes in his deposition.

The significance of the controlling facts, so established

for the purposes of this motion, and the immateriality.of any

additional facts that defendants might conceivably assert in

response thereto, will be better appreciated as the controlling
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, facts are developed in detail below if the specific question of law

to be decided is first briefly explained.

The Specific Question of Law Presented

As explained and documented in Parts I and II.A. of this

memorandum (pp. 34 to 36, and 46 to 47, supra), the log periodic

dipole antennas of the Isbell patent in suit (PX-A) were described

in the reports PX-4 and PX-17. prior to any conception of the subject

matter of the Mayes et al. reissue patent in suit, and those reports

were both published more than one year prior to the first application

of Mayes et aL, for a patent on that. subject matter. It is evident

that, if. this was not known to the Foundation defendant, is should

.have been so known and could .have been readily ascertained by it.

Despite those facts, when the Patent Office cited another

article describing the prior Isbell antennas and published prior to

the first Mayes et al. application, but less than a year' prior, the

applicants filed an ,affidavit by Mayes to eliminate that publication

, from consideration as a reference against them. Admittedly, that

affidavit was filed to establish that Mayes e t al. made their'

alleged invention prior to the publication date of that particular

cited article, so .as to eliminate the article from consideration

as prior art, but said nothing about the fact that the same in

formation had been earlier published in PX-4 and PX-17. Yet, those

two earlier publications, if known, could not have been eliminated

from consideration because they had both been p~bl~shed more than

one year prior to the first application for the Mayes et al. patent.
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'.
Based on those facts, the specific question of law

presented is the right of the Foundation defendant to enforce the

patent (or the reissue patent in suit that replaced it) which they

procured by misleading the Patent Office in that manner, inducing it

to withdraw a rejection of the Mayes et al. claims based on the

prior work of Isbell, and securing the Mayes et aL patent and

subsequent reissue thereof without the prior art work of Isbell

ever again being considered by the Patent Office. That the

Foundation defendant is not entitled to enforce the Mayes et al.

reissue patent in suit after having been a party to such deception"

is supported by (the most fundamental principles of equity and by a

series of Supreme Court decisions rendered over ~he last 23 years.

Uncontested Facts

The Mayes et al , original and reissue patents, by their '

express terms and as confirmed by Mayes (Part II.A., pp. 48-49,

supra), are directed to log periodic dipole antennas of the type

described in a patent application of Dwight E. Isbell, Serial No.

26,589, filed May 3, 1960,* and differing only in the ,use by Mayes

et a l , of "V-shaped elements II instead of the straight dipoles dis-
'f

closed in that Isbell application. However, the Mayes et a l ,.'

original and reissue patents and the applications on which they were

based did not state that the work of Isbell was completed or known

to Mayes et al. before they made their alleged V~dipole invention

(see Mayes et al. reissue patent, PX-B).

* See application Serial No. and filing date given in the
heading of the Isbell patent in suit, PX-A.
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The application for the Mayes et ale original patent

'was filed September 30, 1960 (see heading of that paten.t, PX-B).

During the prosecution of that application, the Patent Office re-

jected the claims thereof on a May, 1960, publication* of an

article by Isbell entitled "Log Periodic Dipole Arrays," in view

of a previously cited patent to Rowland (file history, PX-29, p. 30).

Prior to the conception by Mayes et ale of their V-dipole

modification of the Isbell antennas, the development work by Isbell

had been completed and described in the reports PX-4 and PX-17,

and those reports'were published more than one year prior to the

application for the Mayes et al.original patent (Part ILA., pp.46..,4

supra). Moreover, Mayes was familiar with the work of Isbell at

the time it was going on and with the records of that work as they

'were prepared (Part ILA., p.47 , supra).

Mayes, himself, was familiar with the requirement that

an application must be made within one year of the date of· publica~

tion of the invention thereof (Mayes dep., p. 173). As Associate

Director of the Antenna Laboratory of the University of Illinois,

it is inconceivable that· Mayes did not have knowledge of ~he fact

of the early publication of PX-4 and PX-17 at the time he executed
. .

. his affidavit, as counsel for the Foundation defendant conceded

(Mayes dep., p. 177, lines 5-9).
** IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, May, 1960, vol.

AP-8, No.3, pp. 260-267.
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• Yet, Mayes et al. responded to the above-mentioned

rejection of their application by filing in the Patent Office an

affidavit by Mayes and an attorney'sargument asserting and docu

menting completion of their V-dipole development prior to the May,

.1960, date of the cited IRE publication and prior to the May 3,

1960, filing date of the Isbell log periodic dipole application.

That was done without disclosing or suggesting the much earlier

publication of .the reports PX-4 and PX-17 or the priority of the

work of Isbell. Counsel's own argument to the Patent O~fice stated.

that Mayes was "fully and .completely familiar with*~'*Mr. Isbell's

work," and the same counsel had previously filed the Isbell applica

tion. Nevertheless, as stated in their argument accompanying the

Mayes affidavit, it was filed for the purpose of removing both the

IRE publication and the Isbell application from consideration as

prior art against Mayes et al. (file history, PX-29,pp. 31-43)

The necessary (but untrue) implication of the affidavit and argu

ment was that Mayes et al. knew of no other facts making Isbell's

work prior art against them.

The fact that the Isbell work had been published much

earlier in PX-4and PX-17and more than a year before the original

application of Mayes et al. should have prevented any such removal

of Isbell's prior work from consideration as prior art against
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. Mayeset al., by the express terms of the Patent Office Rule*under

which the Mayes affidavit was filed.

The contents and prior publication of PX-4 and PX-17

by the University of Illinois must have been known to Mayes.

Admittedly (see PX-15), he knew all about the priority of the

work of Isbell, in any event. And all of that knowledge by Mayes

. was, at least readily available to the' Foundation defendant and

its counseL

Thus, either the filing of the Mayes affidavit was a .

deliberate effort" to deceive the Patent Office as to the proper

status of the Isbell work as prior art, or that affidavit· was filed

with a reckless and irresponsible disregard of the fact that the

prior work of Isbell was a part of the prior art. That such prior

art was material to the, issue of patentability of the claims of

the ,Mayes et a l., application is evident from the Examiner's

reliance upon that prior art in rejecting those claims. It is

also evident from the fact that Mayes et al. took steps to remove

that prior art from consideration by the Patent Office, rather

than rely on art argument that it was not material.

* Section L131 [Rule 131(a)] of the "RULES OF PRACTICE IN PATENT
CASES AS AMENDED TO AUGUST 23, 1954 [35 U.S.C.A., pp. 685";'6]
provides for the filing of affidavits to overcome cited pub
lications "unless the date of sJ,lch**"<printed publication be
more than orie year prior to the date on which the application
was filed in this country." Having filed the Mayes affidavit
under the provisions of this rule, counsel for Mayes et al.
must have knoWn of its limitation as herein quoted.
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, The Patent Office, having thus been misled by the Mayes

affidavit, expressly accepted it for the purpose for which it was

offe~ed, withdrew the rejection of the Mayes et al. claims on

the cited IRE publication, and concurrently allowed the first seven

claims of the appl~cation, which became the first seven claims of the

Mayes et al. original and reissue patents (file history PX-29, pp.

44-45). In due course, the remaining claims thereof and the

additional claims of the Mayes et al , reissue patent were allowed

by the Patent Office without ever again citing the prior Isbell

work as pertinent prior art. (File history, PX-29, page 46 to the

end; reissue file history, PX-30, in its entirety).

The Applicable Law

In Hazel-Atlas Glass Company v.Hartford-Emp±re Company,

322 U,S. 238 (1944), the Supreme Court clearly established the

principle of law that "fraud" in obtaining a patent for an inven-

tion requires a complete denial of relief to the patentee against

a claimed infringement., As the court stated (at p. 246)--

"This matter does not concern only private parties.
There are issues of great moment to the public in a
patent suit. [citing prior decisions]. Furthermore,
tampering with the administration of justice in the
manner indisputably shown here involves far more than
an injury to a single litigant. It,is a wrong against
the institutions set up to protect and safeguard the
public"institutions in which fraud cannot complacently
be tolerated consistently with the good order of society."
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• As regards the extent, if any, to which the wrongful acts

committed in procuring the patent actually influenced the granting

thereof, the court stated (at p. 247)--

"Doubtless it is wholly impossible accurately to
appraise the influence that the article exerted on
the judges. But we do not think the circumstances
call for such an attempted appraisal. Hartford's
officials and lawyers thought the article material.
They conceived it in an effort to persuade a hostile
Patent Office to grant their patent application***.
They are in no position now to dispute its effective
ness."

As to the particular relief to which a defendant is en

titled when sued on a 'patent so procured, the court had this to

say (at p. 250)--

IIHad the District Court learned of the fraud on the
Patent Office at the original infringement trial,
it would have been warranted in dismissing Hartford's
case. In a patent case where the fraud ,certainly
was not more flagrant than here, this court said:
'Had the corruption of Clutter been discl,?sed at
the trial***, the court undoubtedly would have been'
warranted in holding it sufficient'to require dis
missal of the cause qf action there alleged. for
the infringement of the Downie patent. I !, {qiting
cases] The total effect of all ~this fraud,; practiced
both on the Patent Office and the courts, Salls for
nothing less thana complete denial of relief to
Hartford for the claimed infringement of t~e patent
thereby procured and enforced ~ " .

Shortly after its decision in the Hazel-Atlas case, in

Precision Instrument Manufacturing Co. v. Automotive Maintenance

Machinery Co., 324 U.S. 806 (1945), the Supreme Court clarified the

kinds of misconduct that fall within the rule of Hazel-Atlas.

In the later':case, the court explained that it is the "uncl.ean

hands" maxim of equity that constitutes the guiding doctrine, and
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• that anyone "tainted with inequitableness Or bad faith relative

to the matter in which he seeks relief" must be denied that relief.

More specifically, in that regard, the court stated (at p. 815)'--

"Accordingly one's misconduct need not necessarily
have been of such a nature as to be punishable as
a crime or as to justify legal proceedings of any
character; Any willful act concernirtg the cause
of action which rightfully can be said to trans
gress .equitable standards of conduct is .sufficient
cause for the invOcation Of the maxim by the
chancellor." .

What"is required "to transgress equitable standards of

conduct" and call for the denial of relief was further explained

by the court (at p. 818) as follows:

"We need not speculate as to whether there was
sufficient proof to present the matter to the
District Attorney. But it is clear that
Automotive knew and suppressed facts that, at
the very least, should have been brought in some
way to the attention of the Patent Office*i~k.

Those who have applications pending with the .
Patent Office or who are parties to Patent
Office· proceedings have ~n uncompromising duty
to report to it all facts concerning possiple
fraud or inequitableness underlying the appli
cations in issue. [Case citation]· This duty is.
not excused by reasonable doubts as to the suf
ficiency of the proof of the inequitable conduct
nor by resort to·independent legal advice. Public
interest demands that all facts relevant to such
matters be submitted formally or informally to
the Patent Office, which can then pass upon the
sufficiency of the evidence. Only in this way
can that agency act to safeguard the public in
the first instance against fraudulent patent
monopolies. Only in that way can the Patent
Office and the public escape from being classed
among the 'mute and helpless victims of deception
and fraud. I "
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In the most recent Supreme Court decision on this subject,

on writ of certiorari to the Court of Appeals of the Seventh Circuit

in Walker Process Equipment Inc. v. Food Machinery and Chemical

Corp., 322 U.S. 172 (1965), the court cited its prior decisions in

the Hazel-Atlas and Precision Instrument cases for the proposition

that a person sued for infringement may challenge the validity of

the patent on various grounds, including fraudulent procurement.

Clarifying the breadth of that rule, the court further stated

(at p , 176)--

"In f<:lct, one need not await the filing of a·threatened
s~it by the patentee; the validity of the patent may be
tested under the Declaratory judgment Act, 28 U.S.C.
§2201(1964~d.)."

Thus, the defense asserted here against the Mayes et a1. reissue

patent in suit applies equally well to plaintiff's decl<:lratory

judgment suit and to the earlier suit by the Foundation with which

the declaratory judgment suit h<:ls been consolidated.

Summarizing <:Ind <:Ipplying the principles. of the three

Supreme Court cases reviewed above to .the facts of the present case,

there can be no doubt rhatr-»

I. The Mayes affidavit was' filed in the application fer
the original Mayes et al. patent at a time when all
par,ties concerned knew that the prior work of Isbell
preceded the work of Mayes et al. and was known to
Mayes et aL before they conceived the subject matter
of their own patent appl i.ca t Lon ,

2. Mayes and Carrel beth knew of the prior report PX-17
which most fully described the Isbell work and to .
which they referred in their invention record, PX-15.
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3. As counsel for the Foundation defendant acknowledged,
"Mayes undoubtedly had knowledge of the fact that
both of those reports PX-2 and PX-17 had been pub
lished more than one year before the Mayes et al.
application.

4. Mayes, admitted his own knowledge that publication
of the subject matter of a patent application more
than a year before filing it bars the grant" of a
valid patent.

Thus, whether or not any particular individual involved

in the procurement of the Mayes et al. original and reissue patents·

knew all of the foregoing facts, it is evident that all of those

facts could readily have been ascertained and that the Mayes

affidavit 'was filed either with knowledge of those facts or in a

reckless and irresponsible disregard for those facts. Clearly,

such conduct does not meet the standard required of parties engaged

in. the procurement of .patents from the Patent Office, as so clearly

prescribed by the Supreme Court in the Precision Instrument case

(p , 66, supra). That conduct was obviously "willful" and, since

it transgressed the equitable standards so prescribed, it "is suffi-

cient cause for invocation of the "maxim" by the .chancellor and a

declaration, on this motion for summary judgment, that the Mayes

et at. reissue patent in suit is unenforceable and invalid.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Isbell patent, No. 3,210,767 (PX-A), is invalid

because the subject matter thereof was described in a printed

publication (PX-4) by April 30, 1959, more than one year prior to

the May, 1960, date of application f9r the patent [35 U.S.C. 102(b)).
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,.
2. The Mayes et al. reissue patent, No. Re. 25,740, is

invalid because Mayes et al. did not themselves invent the subject

matter thereof [35 U.S.C. 102(f)].

3. The Mayes et al. reissue patent, No. Re. 25,740 is un-

enforceable because it and the original patent upon which it was

based were procured by presenting the Patent Office, with deceptive

and misleading evidence to the effect that the earlier work of

Dwight E. Isbell was not a part of the prior art, whereas it was

in fact a part of the prior art, was known to the applicants

'before they made their alleged invention, and had been described

printed publications (that were not before the Patent Office) more

than one year prior to the date of the application for the Mayes

et al. original patent. Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. v.

322 U.S. 238 (1944); Precision InstrUment Manufacturing Co. v.

Automotive Maintenance Machinery Co., 324 U. S~ 806(1945); Walker

Process Equipment, Inc. v. Food Machinery and Chemical Corp.,

322 U. S., 172 (1965).

Respectfully submitted,

MASON, KOLEHMAINEN, RATHBURN & WYSS

OF. COUNSEL:
John F. -Pearne
William A. Gail
McNenny, Farrington,
920 Midland Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
623-1040

One of the Attorneys for
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606
FInancial 6-1677

Pearne & Gordon
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS

EASTERN DIVISION

THE FINNEY COMPANY,'
a partnership,

Plaintiff

v.

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,_
a corporation"

and

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION,
a non-profit corporation,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CIVIL ACTION NOS.

65 C 220

and

65 C 671

(Consl.)

, STIPULATION OF FACTS

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between the

parties to this cause, by their undersigned counsel, that:

1. The contract between the University of Illinois

and the Air Force, No. AF33(6l6)-6079 required the University

of Illinois to distribute copies of Quarterly Reports and

Technical Reports prepared under such ,contract to designated

gr.oups,and individuals listed in a "Distribution List" estab-

lished by the Air Force.

\



2. Copies of Quarterly Engineering Report No.1, pre-

pared by the University of Illinois under its said Air,Force

contract, were printed and distributed to the said Distribution

List before April 1, 1959.

3. The said Quarterly Engineering Report No. 1 includes

the following statement appearing On page 2:

"2.3 Plans for Next Interval
An investigation of log periodic

structures of thin linear elements
(zero tooth width) is planned."

4. Quarterly Engineering Report No.2, prepared by the

University of Illinois under its said contract with the Air Force,

was printed and 148 copies thereof were delivered by the printer

to Miss Marjorie Johnson, the acting Technical Editor of the

Publications Office of the Electrical Engineering Department of
,

the University of Illinois. Printing and binding of said copies was

completed April 29, 1959, and said copies were at the office of

Miss Marjorie Johnson at the University on April)O, 1959.

5. The said Quarterly Report No. 2 contains on pages 2

and 3, respectively, a written description and a schematic i11ustra-
-

tion of an 'antenna credited to Dwight E. Isbell, the same Dwight E.

Isbe1~ who was named the inventor in the patent in suit No.

3,210,767 granted On an application filed in the United States

Patent Office on May 3, 1960 and assigned Serial No. 26,589.

6. The said schematic illustration illustrates an

antenna having the same dipole length and spacing relationships

as the ~ntenna illustrated in Figure 1 of the said application

and described in the related portions of the specification thereof.
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7. The said schematic ill:ustration illustrates the same

crossover front feed that alternates in phase between successive

dipoles as is illustrated and described in the said applicat~on.

8. The said written description and schematic illustra-

tion illustrate and describe an antenna having the same electrical

structure, mode of operation, and performance as the antenna dis-

closed and claimed in the said application.

9. The said written description and schematic illustra-

tion provide a description which would be sufficient for anyone

with antenna design experience to construct a successful antenna

having a mode of operation and performance identical to the antenna

disclosed in the said application.

10. The earliest distribution of any of the printed

copies of the said Quarterly Report No: 2 to the groups and in-

dividuals on the said Distribution List occurred on May 5, 1959,

when the addressed copies were deposited in a United States Post

Office at Champaign, Illinois.

11. A printed copy o~ Technical Report No. 39, pre

pared by the said Dwight E. Isbell of the University of Illinois

under the said Air Force contract was received by the Library 6f

Cortgress on September 21 , 1959, and was a "printed publication"

as defined in Title 35, U.S.C., Section 102(b), as of that date.
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12. Technical Report No~ 52, prepared by Robert L.

Carrel, of the University of Illinois, was received by the

Defense Documentation Cepter for Scientific and Technical

Information of the Department of Defense on October 18, 1961 and

was a "pdnted publication" as 'defined in Title 35, U.S.C., Section

102(b) as of that date.

13. The Robert L. Carrel who authored the said Technical

Report No •. 52 is the same Robert L. Carrel who was named one of

the joint inventors in the patents in suit Nos. Re, 25,740 and

3,150,367 ..

14. The printed publication CTR-198 of the Research and

Development Division of Collins Radio Company, heretofore identi

fied in this suit as Plaintiff's Exhibit 12 (PX-12), was a printed

publication at least by May 14, 1958, when copies thereof were

filed in the Copyright Office, Library of Congress with an appli-

cation for registration of. the copyright thereon.

15. A paper entitled "Some Recent Results in Frequency

Independent Antenna Research," as'printedby The 20th National

Electronics Conference Seminar ina brochure entitled "Topics in

Modern Antenna Theory," and bearing the date of October 19, 1964,
•,

was delivered by Paul E. Mayes, Associate Director of the Antenna

Laboratory, Electrical Engineering Department, University of

Illinois, shortly prio.r. to that date. Said Paul E. Mayes is one

of the patentees of each of U. S. patents 3,150,376 and Re. 25,740

here in suit.
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16. The book "Radio Engineers' Handbook," by Frederick

Emmons Terman, First Edition, McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., was

published during the year 1943 as stated therein, and copies of

selected portions thereof may be introduced by any of the parties

and received in evidence subject to objection by any adverse party

on~ny ground other than authenticity.

Respectfully submitted,

McNENNY,FARRINGTON, PEARNE & GORDON

One of the Attorneys for Plaintiff
920 Midland Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
623-1040

MERRIAM,' 'MARSHALL, SHAPIRO & KLOSE

One of the Attorneys for Defendant
The University of Illinois Foundation
30 West Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603·

OSTROLENK, FABER, GERB & SOFFEN

I
I
i
i.
I

i
I

I
I
i'
,

!
I

i

,

One of the Attorneys for Defendant
JFD Electronics Corporation
10 East 40th Street
New York, New York 10016
Murray Hill 5-8470
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

COIJNTY OF COOK

)
) SS:
)

Bays that:

":u'ly' sworn'<0,;,;. o .."v.!',.,<:'"s deposes and

1.

Il1inois~

2, She was continuously employed in Urbana,

as the Tcclulical Editor of the Publications Office of the

ElectT~cel Engineering· Departmentq

-Publications

3. In

supervise all'of the work done py the p~rsonnel of such

Publications 'Office and to be directly responsible fox all at

the work p~rfoz~edby such r~blication8 Office~

I.
"7i1

the printing and distribution of publications published by the

Elect:cical Engineering Department: of ,the Ui1ivEfrsity of Illinois,

the printing and. distribution of Technical Reports and

Quarterly: Engineering Reports published by the Antenna Laboratory

5. During the. early part of 1959 , including the mcn::d:nof

Apr:tlf; generally the practice of 'thePublicatio!ls

Office to have such reports printed ~y the Champaign Letter Shop

PX-D



6.

(c) Drafts of reports were rece~ved by the

Publications Office from the personnel of

(b) These draftD were edited by her and,

when approved~ were typed on multilith

masters-bYl nerson ne1 of the~ublications. ~ - ........... ""':'

Office.

(c) -The multilith m~ste:rs were then

supplied to,tne Cr~mpaignLette~ Shop~

and the reports were printed.

Business records generated in connec t Lon t'Ji'th the

pril1ting of such reports . andfcn_7ii<~litiesrelati!?g thereto normally,

included the following:

(a) A "Requisition" for pl:inting a report,

issued to the U of I (Un~versity of Illinois)

print shop, was usually first issued to detcr-

mine if the U of'I.print shop could print the

reportwith~n the required time~

(b) In t~eevent the U of I p~int shop was

unable to print the report within the require4

Champ~ign Letter Shop requesting it to pcr-

(c)

the

the ccJi"::Ild be

its ~vo:rk.

2.



of the C113Dpaign Lcttc;c

deliver printed and bound reports to ths Publication,s Office

reports were completed 'late in the day to deliver the reports

early the following morning~

8.

completod, printed, and bound copies ,of, that report we~e 'ieceived

the Publications

the prqctice of the Fublications Office in

of ,1959 to order a' sufficient'nlm1be~' of copies of reports uDder

Air Force Contracts with the University,to cover the distribution

lis t nor"i.nally set forth. in .such Ai~ Force C(n~tracts and, in

addition~ the requirement for 'distribution within the ,University

The 'cost of-such

printing was treated as a cost under thecontract~

10. It was the practice of the Publications Office in April

of 1959 to order extra conies at the·same• tIme as those ordered

under the concract; and to charge the cost 'of suche:n:tra.

11. Such extra copies were ordered, printed,
., ... -;

uO-i.1nQ~

12.

available both for'internal reference and for distribution to any



'., r.
J..~) •

regularly received f-roo1 people outside t:he Un:L~'l8~tsity of Illinois

who were interested ,in antenna developm8nt8~ and sucn requ~sts

w~rc normally fille~ by'giving such

remained on hand,

If a· printed ,and bOLmd:report were received by the

Publications

afternoon o~ a given day) copies of such report were gene~~lly

distl"ibuted v~ithin the Univers:t.ty in .accozdance with t"b.G "Loca l

lis t;" on the 'sa.me I.etter

and if- such a report ii~ere rec'e:i.ved in t}J.c late L1f:terrl00n it

tvas generallydi.stributedin accordance tl1ith, theC~local li.stn 110

later tlmn the 'following ~orniTIg.

La.cal distribution under

the following manner:

located in ttle build~ngin w~ich the Publi~

cations Office was located were either

delivered directly to the· indJ..vidt.vll os:

mailbox within ,suc~building ~ssigned to.

the individualo~ group~

(0) copies for individuals or groups

in the E.E. (Electrical. E~gincering) Build=

acclI.tIlulatedand then, at lcc:.st once a day ,

1I.•



Gop:tes 2ccumulated items

~nd:tvf.dua 1 .or ' group,&

to Sl.1Cn

(c) Any copies ~for ,indiv:tdu2l,ls or.groups

or the btiilding in which the Publications

in the Unive~sity mail~

16. As soon as copies, of such reports \'Jere received in the

Publica t Lons O~fic€:, the extra copies ,tver'e, freely giV0:;"1 to any

responsible party requesting a copy "(unless the report was

. . d'res t:ClC t.e i)

exa:mple)~

aspy being printed Ul1de1:a, ,classified ccntrracc , for

17. It is her

rsembers of the student body s . ,and by: 1'nanyother people ~ct

ted States

from th.e Publications, "Office 'of



for Univcisity employees ."""-. ~~
~l".1 4-

directly' involved in the' TJJCit:k the to request:

~opies of reports

200 During the month of'Aprtl~ 1959, while acting as

Technical Editor of the Publicat'iC21Ef Office of the Elec"::iJ:'ical'

t h e•..~
the EIE.:'ctrical

and acted as its Librarian~

21. 1959. the Local Library of 'the Electrical

Engineering Research Laboratory was located in a reacling room

in the samebui~ding as the said Publications Office~

The said Local ,Library received copies of reports

the Local Library of

the

copy of a report from·the

keys t.o the

the ma.terial cont.ained theiein puhlic~

80' t'b.a't, it lost

v.

te



l~blications Office from the Champaign Letter Shop the libr~~y

and was i~mmediately available for borrowing by members of the

public requesting the library cOPYo

27. In order to inform peoplo of

received by the Local Libr~ryof the Electrical 'Engineering

of the building leading to her officee

Soon after reports were received by her, copies thereof

were p~aced on .display on said rack to publicize their aV2ilabilityo

29. A notice was also maintained on said 'rack that the

out the reports with her or cne of the other employees of the

Publications Office.

30. Attached:hereto kG a paper bearing an identification.

dis·tribution vJithin "the University 0.1: such :r:epor-t:s publisl1.rz:d u1Clder

the Ai~ Force C:o:rAtract AJ! 33(616)6079; a11d she beli~ves th2~,t this

"local list" applied to aU

...~r)~11-'·"11."~.hr.~;j I.""y'TechnicaL Reports ~~~ . ~~~~~ ~,

effect 1959Q

7.

'."'.:,.,
<,..~ ~.,



5339 wTId 5340 are photocopies of t:hc

as indicated thercDu.

the front and b2Ck covers for

bearing an'identification n~~ber 5344, .a.photocopy of a rel~ted

photocopy of a rclclted ~~Delive:ry

identification number 5343~

identification ntnubers 5342 and 5343 are photocopies
, " , ... ' .. of the

Report No.

based on her review of the attached documcntsbe2ring identi-

~hering and binding of



(b) The distribution of. st:.~id Qtl,z,rteJ:1.y
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COlJRT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS

EASTERN DIVISION

THE FINNEY COMPANY, a partnership,

Plaintiff,

v.

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, a
corporation, and THE UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS FOUNDATION, a non-profit
corporation,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF OHIO )
) SS:

COUN:rY OF CUYAHOGA )

)
)
)
)
) Civil Action Nos.
). 65 C 220
) and
) 65 C 671
) (Cons.)
)
)
)

. LEWIS H. FINNEBURGH, JR., being duly sworn, deposes and

says that:

1. He is president of The Finney Company, Bedford, Ohio,

and was the founding partner of its predecessor of the same name,

a partnership founded in 1950, both companies having at all times

been primarily engaged in the manufacture of radio and television

antermas ;"

2. He developed and patented the antenna's constituting

the sole products of The Finney Company at its inception in 1950,

and developed or participated in the development of most of its

antenna products since that time;

PX-q
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3. For about 10 years prior to 1950, except for a period

of about four years during World War II, he was Chief Engineer of

Ward Products Corporation, a manufacturer of antennas, and for the

Ward Products Division of Gabriel Corporation after acquisition of

the former by the latter about 1949;

4. ,During about four years of the period of World War II,

he was the Chief Electronics Engineer of Winters & Crampton which,

during that period, was heavily engaged in the manufacture for the

war effort of antennas; oscillators, frequency multipliers, radio

frequency power amplifiers, and variable air capacitors;

5. After completing his academic training about 1936 ,

and up to the time he entered the employ of Ward Products Corporation

about 1939, he was engaged in electronic and electrical development

and research for Clark Controller Company, a manufacturer of

electronic and electrical control equipment;

6 .. His academic training was both in the fields of

mechanical engineering and electrical engineering, and he received

bachelors degrees in both and a masters degree in electrical

engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and

} . For over thirty years, his work has been entirely

in the field of electrical and electronic equipment sales and

development engineering and manufacturing, with the great bulk'of

that work for at least twenty-three of those years being in the

field of radio and television antennas. Fifteen patents on antennas

have been granted in his name as a sole or a joint inventor.



·.

The following facts believed by him to be of interest and,

possibly, helpful to the Court in connection with the above-entitled

suit are known to him as a result of his training and experience in
,

the electrical and electronics industry and, .par t Lcular l y , in the

radio and television antenna industry:

S. For many years, and ·particularly since the advent of

co~ercial television, much develbpmentwork has been done in an

effort to provide radio frequency antennas for a variety of radio

and television purposes that are capable of operating effectively

over more than a limited range of frequencies. Such antennas have

been commonly referred to as "broad band antennas," the term being·

loosely used and commonly applied where the band of frequencies to

be cover~d by a single antenna involved maximum to minimum frequencies

ratios up to about two-to-one.

9. Particularly since the advent of commercial television,

a great deal of work has also been done to provide antennas that

would be effective over each of two or more moderate frequency

ranges which are separated in the frequency spectrum by intermediate

frequencies over which reception is not desired. An example would

be an antenna designed to operate over the low VHF television band

(54-88 megacycles -- generally abbreviated mc) of Channels 2 to 6

and the high VHF television band (174 to 216 mc) of Channels 7 to

13.
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10. At least since shortly after the advent of commercial

television and long prior to 1959, antennas comprising one or more

V-dipoles have been extensively used to cover a plurality of spaced

frequency pands such as the low VHF and high VHF television bands.

For such purposes, the V-dipoles were dimensioned to be approxi-

mately a half wavelength long from tip to tip, measured along the

arms of the V-shaped dipoles, for.a frequency near the middle of

the low VHF frequency range. When so dimensioned, the same V-shaped

range, such V-dipoles operated approximately the same as simple,

straight dipoles, so as to effectively receive over that range,

although with diminishing effectiveness above and below the fre-

quency for. which the dipoles were approximately one-half wavelength

.Long , Such operation was commonly termed "operation in the one-half

wavelength mode." In the high VHF frequency range, the same V-

dipoles, by virtue of their V-shaped configurations, operated

effectively over that range with diminishing effectiveness above

and below the frequency at which theV-dipoles·were approximately

3/2 w~velengths long. Such operation in the high VHF range was

commonly termed "~peration in the 3/2 wavelengths mode." Such

V-dipoles were well known to operate similarly over still higher

frequency ranges at which the V-dipoles were approximately 5(2, 7/2,

9/2, etc. wavelengths long, and such operation at higher frequencies

was commonly termed operation in the 5/2 wavelengths mode, 7/2



wavelengths mode, 9/2 wavelengths mode," etc.

11. For various cowmunication purposes and other

specialized radio frequency operations, it became important to

provide antennas whose operation would be essentially uniform over

very broad frequency bands involving frequency ratios far in excess

of two-to-one. The principal characteristics of an anterilla having

uniform response over any given frequency range were uniform

"radiation patterns" and uniform "impedance" or "input impedance",

,over that range. Antennas having such uniform characteristics

were generally referred to as being 11frequency independent" over

that range, and the problem of designing frequency independent

antennas increased in difficulty and complexity as the frequency

range to be covered for various purposes increased.
,

12. Frequency independent operation of antennas is

especially important where the radio frequencies being used may

fall anywhere within, or vary over, a broad range or band of

frequencies and uniform response over such range or band is re-

quired by the particular antenna application. Frequency independent

antennas find practical application,' for example, in specialized

military operations termed "electronic countermeasures", abbreviated

"ECM", as well as in many other operations involving the transmission

and reception of widely varying frequencies.



13. The type of frequency independent antennas to which

h~e three patents in suit relate involves certainly progressively

varying dimensional rel<ltionships that render the antennas cyclical

or "periodic" in performance as the frequency of operation is

varied progressively over the bands of frequencies for which the
• <

antennas are designed. TILe cycles or periods repeat according to

a simple proportional relationship that is called "logarithmic II

in m<lthematical terminology. Thus, such antennas are called

"logarithmically periodic antennas" or, using an abbreviated term,

"log periodic antennas." Isbell U. S. patent No. 3,210,767, and

Mayes et al. patent No. Re. 25,740 involved in the above-entitled

suit are directed to log periodic antennas which are essentially

"unidirectional," i.e., when used as transmitting antennas, they

transmit energy as a narrow, unidirectional beam of radiation with

only relatively little radiation being emitted in other directions,

or, conversely,when used as receiving antennas, they receive

radiation efficiently from essentially only one direction while

being relatively ineffective in receiving radiation from other

directions.

14. The above-mentioned Isbell patent makes use of a

series of simple, straight dipoles-10, 11, 12, etc. of progressively

diminishing lengths L l , L 2 , L 3 , etc., with dipoles spacings that

similarly diminish in the same direction. The dipole lengths and

spacings are related by a constant scale factor or multiplier stated
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in both patents to be "less than I". Thus, the length of each

succe s s i.ve smaller dipole is equal to the length of the adjacent

larger one multiplied by the decimal fraction constituting the

common scale factor, and each successive smaller space beDveen

dipoles is equal to the adjacent larger space multiplied by the

same decimal fraction.

15. TIle above-mentioned Mayes et al. reissue patent is

directed to antennas differing from the antennas of the Isbell. . . , .

patent only by substituting V-dipoles for the simple, straight

dipoles'of the antennas of the Isbell patent, 'for the purpose of

rendering the antenna effective over higher frequency ranges than

the one-half wavelengths mode, such as the 3/2 wavelengths mode,

5/2 wavelengths mode, 7/2 wavelengths mode, 9/2 wavelengths mode,

etc. Whenever V-dipoles were used prior to 1959 as described in

paragraph 10 above, , herein, the included angle between the diverging

arms or elements of each V-dipole was customarily determined by

the particular mode of operation desired according to data that

had long been available in standard handbooks for radio engineers,

one of these handbooks being "Radio Engineers' Handbook" by

Frederick Emmons Terman, 1943 (stipulation, PX-C), pp. 806-807 and

the graph referred to therein and appearing atp. 788).

16. Referring particularly to page 801 of the Terman

handbook cited in the preceding paragraph, the mode of operation

of a V-dipole on higher modes than the half wavelength mode is



described so as to explain the need for selecting the proper v-

angIe according to the higher mode of operation desired. How to

calculate the V-angle for a particular mode of operation is dis

closed with reference to Fig. 19 of the handbook, appearing at p.788

in the form of a graph of angle's relative to the lengths of the

dipole arms in terms of wavelengths (which lengths determine which

of the higher modes of operation is to be used). Following the

instructions so given by Terman and using the g~aph in Fig. 19 as

directed, one would a~rive at an included angle between the arms

of a V-dipole of approximately 120 0 for 3/2 wavelengths mode

operation and approximately 70° for 9/2 wavelengths mode operation.

As explained in footnote 2 on p. 807, other practical considerations

require some reduction of the included angle in practice, so that

the calcu~ated values of 120° and 70°, above, would be reduced and

closely approximate the corresponding figures of 114° and 62° given

in the Mayes et al. reissue patent, col. 3, Li.nes 24-27. Thus, as

early as 1943, any competent antenna engineer considering the use of

a V-dipole for operation above the half wave mode would have

understood that the included angle between the arms of the V-dipole

would be determined by the desired higher mode of operation and

would range from an angle of close to l14~ for 3/2 wavelengths mode

operation to an angle close to 62° for 9/2 wavelengths mode operation

17. The radiation patterns.of antennas of the type to

which the above-mentioned Isbell and Mayes et al. patents are

directed are essentially "unidirectional" to the left ("forward



direction") as viewed in Fig .. 1 of both of those patents, typical

radiation patterns for the antennas of the Isbell patent, for

example, being shown in Fig; 3 and Fig. 4 thereof. The scale of

those patterns shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 of the Isbell patent

is such that only the radiation in a generally forward direction

is shown. To some degree, one or more much smaller radiation lobes

in another direction or in several .other directions would appear

in Fig~ 3 and Fig. 4 if drawn to a larger scale or; for example,

if drawn on a variable scale commonly called a "logarithmic scale."

This is indicated by the reference at co1..2, lines 49-50 of the

Isbe11 patent by the reference to a "front-to-back ratio" of

"17db," which is an expression used. to indicate the relative in

tensity of radiation in the forward direction compared to the back

ward direc·tion.

Further affiant saith not.

LewisH. Finneburgh, Jr.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of

April, 1967.

Notary Public
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788 RADIO HNGIN1WUS' IIA""J)J)OOX [Sec. 11

I = current, arup., ut a. current loop .
.L = length of antenna, Biotal'S.

i\ = wnvc length, meters.
o = angle of clcvntion measured with respect to wire axis.

Tho field distribution is ::t figure of revolution about on axis coinciding with th,·
uutcnna wire, is eymmetricnl about c plane perpendicular lathe center .of th(' win\
and has the chnructcr illustrated in Fig. H>; The 'rcintivc niagnitudo and positio»
of tho vm-ious lobes in the directional pattern can he quickly obtained with the nirl
Fig:;;:. 19 and 20.

..

No.1
ear·

: l.en9th=~ x

,
, ,

'1 I ' I
I I

I I I
r-, I I I I
I I
I I I II

;E.~ 60
s x
}j~ 50

~~~g
J:..E 20

·e
'0, a-l' JO
"a. (>
m~ 0 2 4 G 8 10 12'

L~119tl;l e 8 A . ~D:: Length of Wire in Wave lCJ1gtns.
Fro. -r9,-Polar dlngrum showing etrcngth of fiold radiated in v~d'om; dircctionsfrcn

an antenna cousiating of n 'wire remote from tho gr-ound. Tl\(~:;e dinp:ra~m; call. hi.'·(:IJI:'
sldcrod cs cross sections .of n figure of revolution in which tho...nxis is the antenna.'.

.... ,

Radiation Resistance arid Gm:n.--.;.Thc radiation resistance of nn jsobt~d ,,:·il'o':is
, -

lll~di~~tiol.l C, = 30 [0.5772 + log, (47l" i). - Ci ('{11" i)]
resistance ) 'A:"

(H

("t.:C' '() !' cos x a~x.= --x
"", x

where the resistance is in ohms, llA is the antenna length in wave imf).!;Ou;, ancr--C1:(X):'

Vnluca of C'i(x) cnu bo.obtnincd from the tnlmlnt.cd vulucs of RI(l::) given ill .Talil('I.~

He(~, 1. vV]lCn _xI. > 1, t.1'w radiation rcsistunco is upproxinuuclv ,

"
H.:Ldi.,:ttion . t _ 1- 30 30" 1 (I I). ! - I, ~ + og;,', 7l"-

rcsistunoc ) . A

'The relation between radil1ti~n l:esisttLilCe nhcllcngth is given in Pip;. 21, which :d·
gives the gain of an isolntcd Iong-wiro untcnnn na compared with an antenna 'a
-wavc length long. The power' gain of the luttor us compared with u doublet is H~)

EfJect of a Perfect Groiuui o1t'Charac(c;ris!'ic8 of. a Rcsoruini lVh'c,-The' effect of'
perfect earth on the clirectionu.] characteristics of fl, resonant wire antcnnn is
mined hy tho method of images discussed in }JUl'. 4, FOl'horizontal untonnus,' nnd

I
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Tile power gaiu of n rhourbie autonnn nrruy depends upon the; ]I'ngth of lhi~ lr :-,
}ll":I."'ll'cd in wnvc h'[l~~th:;J and upon the other p'!'ojJorti{)Il,'i of nntcnun. With 1;,.
k'll~ths r:\ni~ill!~frol1l two to lour wnvu lClll<t!lf', the power gniu is (~OllllHord\' (,f ;i~
(lrd"l' of .'J() In ·10 in typicnl C:l,.~L'S. The higher gains tend to go with.the ]ongC'l.'kuc:t·i·,·,
;;;ill{,(~ thr-u Lhc \;nll('('ll(l'at.ioll of t:ncl'J.l;Y in the dcslrcd.dircotiou is'gl'C'afl'l\ ;illHl ftmL,<
JI1(ln~ t.hu nmouut of (~lI('q~J' radiated is grcn.tor iu proportion to thut di,'i,'iip:lfi'din

. 'U'i'lilil1:i( in,!.!; l'<'Si::;t:l11CO.

TII{~ 1':1\\ iilt ion rc:-:i:-:t nucc of :1. rhombic can be (lc[i;lcrl :H, 111:1 t qunnt.ity \vl)icl~.'.';11"::

111'IlH ipli(~d 1)~· tbc 8QU;\\,C of tho uvcrngc current in the wire will equal the rad::ik,j
]111\\"1'1'. "'1Il'l1 the -lcngt.h nud: breadth nrc both considctnbly greater than Xl !iii,
l"1':.:i:-;!:I1l{;C U iu oluus ia'

R = 2·10 [logt(+f~ C0824) + 0,577J- (:~,);

I11 ('oni:;id('rillr~ its effect on current .distribution, t.his resistance can be consirlcf(;,! av
lli'~in~ ll11il\'l'mly. dist.ributcd along the wire.

The lcnllinatillg rcsistnnco of n.rhonibic antenna must rlissipnl.c n consiclcral.l.
.uuouut of power when the antenna is used for trnnsruit.tiug. 'l'his may in lypi;:.1

Hciri;:oiy\"(-:,j Dlr-ectivily (1lt?0IectinQ Ground
Rrdkdions) of l(ol-i7.on1·cl! Rh,')n-.bIC
,Ani-cnncl with Tilt /lngloof 65°

l;'lG. .u.-l~obr dinguuu shcwing dircc tionnl chal'actor'jstics of the same horizontal rhrJlllbi,~
nn tcunn for three different frequencies,

cnsca he of the order of n qu.u-tcr to a half of the totnl powcr supplied to thcnntr-nnn.
wit.h the exact vnluc depending upon the untcunn design. When high-powered t rnus
mitf.crs nrc involved, a convenient way of obtaining a terminating rcsistnncc of ill"
required power-handling capacity is to use [1, two-wire brnnamisslon line hnYin,l; :\.

chnrnotcristic hupedancc equal to the desired terminating resistance. all(lClllpll'jyin,~

iron wire to 'give high loss. Ti1isLrnnsmission line cn,n be n1H hackfrol1l' the t crmiuut
illg apex toward the input npcx, and after being made sufficiently long; to dissipate :di
cxcoptn negligible proportion of the power) can be terminated in a Iow-wnttngc n':,i~!~

nncc, or OVCll Iclt untcrminutcd.
It is possible to rncdily tho minor lobes in tho rear of tho directional puttcru, ;:nd ;:1

part.iculur to obtain a null in nny desired bnckwnrd direction; merely by modi fyill~t iJ·'
liU\~TliLIl(le urphnsc angle, or both, of the terminating resistance. "..>

There is an advnutngc in.ruuking each conductor of a rhombic antenna. et)/);':I"l o:
two or more spnccd wirr:~ connected in par~tl]d.: This lowers thc chnructerist.ic il11p,':d·
aIlI:C of the' .rhomhir: ant(:!l'llfl,.thcrehy mal'jnl; the t;'l'millJ1ting impedance less .criti'>'

:ulfl ;dSI) causing u gruator proportion' of the total cHr:rgy supplied to t.hc rhombic t" I"
r.ulintcd. There is,a further utlvu.n tngc tobe gained by arranging such a ~l)a(:{'dc\\'ir"::,"

conductor fii) t.lm t the effective conductorfliamctcr is greater at tho" t,,~o ('(lfIll'r" "l

IlH:rhc)mbie\ha.t arc between the apexes thnu at the corners of the.apexes. It is
1;10. in this ~":'lY to compensate for the fttet l.hatthcvurying .spncing bctwecit .t l.ll'':':"l.''
of the-rhombic tends to cause thc chaructcristic jmpedanecof tho 'ttntclllm.tO he dif:, r··
('lit at cliITcrcllt pl:tccs. . .

IL,~wiJl·,loc, dr., or Rhombic TrnnSlllittin,; Acl'inl, Em'cip.np.~·. TVirdcs8 EIIG., Vol.1S, p. ISO, ),h.' ,
l~).IL,.Tbi" btler arlkle nlso c0ntairi,~ar1ditionnl\lM,f\lliniol'rnntil)1) on Ihr:·pprfonl1:111CC clf

:\IL·lcIlIJr\.~. ' .
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tG, The Resonant V Antcnna.t-c-This nntnunu r.nl15;i;,;ls of hH! lon~~ j'('sonant wir(~,'1.

_,I"r:lll/.;f:(l t.c form :1 Vailll oxcit.cd so us to GalT,)' oqunl currents thnt nro in ph:1SI:
:-.ppo;::jjjCJ1I. The npox anglo of the V is nunlc twice t.ho anglo that tl\1~ flr,,,t Jqhc ill !,hn
!:i::d pnt.tcr-n ofn long rcsounnt wiro mnkcs with the wire (.'we Fii~. l!l.V Thi~ gi\'C';'; ,"I.

,(nlll~'; couccntm.tiou.of wdi:'llioll in the plnlln of the V, with the mnjnr lid)!' u! t.hc .lirco
iiul\:d pnt.tcru in the direct.ion 'of the line hi.';H:cLin~ tho V n.~ shewn ill Fi'g.012.

P."~'Jlb;od O:'~cr;iJnClI
(hw",~~_c,·is+,<: R."uiling
frcm L'~"~~ Ad,o" of
Both Legs

-Thc radiation pattern from n V antenna, if it is nssumc.l that tho antenna. is remote
Irom earth and tha.t ench leg is nn ~VCll multiple of a half wuvclcngt.h long, i~3

-.
",', Iiudintion in vertical plnue passing through bisector of apex anglo

[ . (n~ ).]
f = 2.¥oI Sin "r cos a COS 0 sm a

d l-cos20Col3 2a

(36")

(3Gb)

where Ji)" Lend E, = radiation in desired direction Irom individual legs of antenna n,~
given by Eq. (13).

l = length of leg.
A = length corresponding to one wuvc Icngth..
a = half of angle Itt apex.
<P = hearing angle with respect to bisector of apex.
f = field strength, volts per meter. "

n = number of half wave lengths 'in each leg of antenna.
o = angle of elevation 'with respect to plane of antenna,
I = current [Lt currcn] loop. '
d = distanee to nntctuuc, motel's.

1no1'o'l,f,0(\ dirc(:.tivity can be obtained by menus o[ rm array, eneh clement 01 which is
:: Y untcnnu. Thus the directivity in n vcrticn.l plane can bc improvod by :;t:\f:king
1'.1\> 0\' more V's one above the other) na-iilustrntcd in: Fig. 43a. Similnrlv, a uni
,lin)etioJl~tl pattern can be developed by the usc of n, :';('(:011,1 system of V >ll)!pl\'n:l::i

spaced (til. odd number of <luartcr Wl.we lcngt.hs h<~hind the origin....1rsy;;tcm and excited

I For rllr~herillr("'lll~ltioll see 1', s. Curter, C -. \V. Hunsctl, and N, Jol. Lin,lenbbd; Do vvlcpmcnt. of
Direl,ti\·<J'frnn:;mi(ting Anteunnn hy RCA C()ll1Jrllll1ieati<)n~, IIH:., J>roc. [.U.8" \")1. ID,jl. lii:l, Octo
·.;r, 1~)3J; P; $. Cartel·, Circuit, Hclntiona in Rrulia ting SystCIlI>l, Proc: I.R.B" Vol. 20, P: lOIH, June.
,)32..

'~\VhCll the sides of the V nrc short, for example, one Wave Icncth crIcss, the nll':X:ln;.:]en.t which (he
;"J\\'rr gni n of the ant.cnnu is. maximum is less, Thus, for lcxs one wave length long, ll,axlulllnl gain is
',htnincd with an apex angle of !)OO ruther. than the. 105°corl"('.~poildillg to exact i'lll">I'j!O."i!ion. of the
·":lj"r fohl'''. when the lllltcnna is ncar the e:td,h, the op timuru aHgle is also l;!ightly less than when
'~he V"h isolated. .

l Rce Cnrtcr.. Hansell, nnd Llndenhlnd, luc.' cit.
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